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I
,EbITOVS-,INTRODUC 106IN .

This monograph, the fourth i

sessidns\ln MultilingUal Education. w 1.61.Wt:re held at L Trobe

University in i975 and 1976: (See/Appendi 1.and i for Pi'ogram

u-
details.) These sessions, advert sed as Bifingual,-EducatiOn

Workshop', were suppOrtee by-La Trobe Ain versity and the Victorian

In-Service Education Committe

ries, raTorts on workshop

The:Workshop wat response to the apparent and.developing

needs of Australia's Mult lingUal society- There were eighty

participants tepresenti all sections of the teaching profeSsion.

The numbers were divid 0 fairly,evenly over the 1975 and 1976 sessions.

This report is a sum ry of proceedings organised on a thematic basis.

It does not follow t e-oider in which the contributions were made.

The WOrkshop was o ganised for teachers who Were just becoming ihvOlved

in-MultilinguaI.e cation as-well-as-for-those w.ho have worked in the

field for' ime: "t.4s hoped that readers will be able to Share-

some Of the ex erienceS geined by:actual patticrpants.
_ .

A

Ilerta Rado .
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BIWhGUAL Er DUCATION : A FOCUS
I

--Mart Rad

Defintion of a-bilingual

!

ON 'THE sT1Jgyg--/--'

1...et us first define whj is a.bilingual. For our purposes

ere in, Australi ,,I have defin d a bilingual as a person who-can,

functioh in/wo kanguage envirunents. Interpreted in this way the
. I

/ .

,term is knicluailire of Children. hose English is minimal bue ho do

C.

/ \ I

find their way'Aaboui school domeho< and of

' Italian and.so fOrth iS minimal-bUt whd nevetthelesS understand.-
. -

/

what their pardnts .say ro ihetn at home. .This group of children,

those whose Greek and

n addressed in-the fam'ly languagel UsUally.ansWers back in

I ,

2ngli h.' Their aPpropri e responses and behaviour in the home

"1-ituation -eyeals/a

.language. For

inclusive of all

/

knoredge,,even if incomplete, of the ethnic

1 /
las,On I have made the term 'bilingual'

children with a non-English speaking backgrou

/

ilf/ehese bilingual chi ren have been born ustralia

the order of acquisition of.the/ two languages

_..----

is'dnPredictable.

It may well be that-the first language is English and the.children

learmthe community language later, perhaps with the arrival of

grandparents and increased contact-witamily friends of the

ethnic-background.. Moredveas they zrow lder the p ts might

-

1. In this paper the following terms ;bre used interchangeably:
family language., home language, etb,nic language, community,
language, first language,":mother tongue, minority.language).

7



ethnic schools to establish or trenkthen the

/
Children's erstanding of)the ethnic language and culture. (see(.

TSOUNis :974) In other instances, children born in AuStralia ate

reare 'in the community language. Their fist contact with

sh may not occur before entering pre-school or primary

at the age of 4 5..

\
\

The lankuage Skills of those not bolajft-Australia ate
. .

, -

I.

equally unpredictable. It has been found that ength of resiaence
.',.

. /.....,is a fairly.-:pOor indicater of such skills as itdoes not tteiin
_..

\ . f
i

\ cic4ely enough with language contact opportunities. Conseq0ently,

\

each Migrantchild has his own individuai pattern, as uniqUe as
i

\

his fingerprint, with respect to oral and written proficithicy.ii

/is two languages. For, the sake of convenienCe in this complex

-. N
s tuation 1 shell refer to the community language as L1/(first

schpol

(second-langttage) .

Definition of biling 41 education

The term 'bi.ling'l education' orlo4lingual:schooling'
.k

hasvo Lit: defined because.prac cally any teacklin Oogram
;

developed for linguistic minority children, is re erted to as

bilingUal education For instance, thisheicaSelin the United,

_Stales where A significant number of such'programs iS currently 'in

TiaTpeT-atlenAllool might state that it has a bilingual education-
/

program if the curriculum includes the teachi4 of' a minority

language such as. Spanish, French, Chinese or ort of tfhe American-

I



Endian languages. Another school may pay special attenttot

'TESOL. (Teaci
1

ling Engliah to Spcakera of Other Language

2'

and call

this bllingual education. Further,' programs whig intfude tea6hin
.

minority children some subjects,in Englis r in their ethnic

2
.

--=-.
_

.
language or in both,,,a4e alsO

.

called!bilingual s00Oling
, --.---- r,

..-

.,
.

, ,,,,

..:,,,,-, ,

f

In this-discu'g'Sion,the term 'bilingual' will be used in

the 'specifiCr'sense Of learning in both languaoeS.. In other words,

-

'a bilingual education program proyides_lnstruction in the student!s

LI as well as' in his L2. ConSequently, if the student population

is watilingual, the Schobl must provide instruction in several
(.

languages in order to Cater forthe needs' Of each individual. __

Multilingual education therefore refers to the total school program,

whereas bilingual educatiorLrefers to the program followed by an

indiyidual student. The provision of-a multilingual curriculum is
_ _ _

a formidable challenge. It is my task in this Workshop to

demonstrate how and to what extent this can be met.

\
,

\ The,aims of multilingual e cation\
i \

t
,

Another point that'needs c arifiCation concerns the aims
.

,1 . -------
of'multilingual educ e./i/on. Accordin to Gaarder the_Upited Stiat s-----7.

..

7/programs; initiat "d as a consequenc of the 19'68 Bilingual Education

Act, clearly that there are;th, ee major goals: ._

;



V

7.

I. development of a more effe'ct
oneway bridge to English; 2/
education for children whose mothe
:Englith,'plus long-term develOpMent
of that mother tongue; ./3.//:provis

of jobs in education and of[proferen
.for members of the ethnic iroups invo

'./

ve, more 'humane'
re effective .

tongue is not
and maintenance
n of'a source
al treatMent
ved (1975:4). lib.

Gaarder belieVes that ach goal is In bas c opposition

to the others. He rejects t first goal 'because co

obligatory bidocietal'bilingualism is by neceasity.tra sitory and

therefore self-destructive. It leads to language shift, i.e. the

full acceptance of L2 with.the concomitant lois-01-117--C

_

deplores\the reCoMmendations for the second goal. which /

the instructional Use of both languages for eth0c speakers d

Anglos in the same classroom. He points out that-there is ap
--

incompatibility here in terms Of the dynamics of bijpgt1iism an4,,

;.,First and second .la/nguage teaChing--pedagagy-c-In. discussing th
_

third goal he drawattentionte-fge- much needed-training.of ethnic

teachers.

-

---

-,Despite concerns illEH-Mt-Guarder-1-s,--L...helieve that bilingual

.

e4ucation prOgrams\, at least' in Australia, shouidibe conceived in

the broadet terms enabling the stucient to set hi-Own goals of

. \
language r ift or\language maintenance.

_H.----
bilingual thnic teichers enhance the chances-Of-ilaPlementing these

Undoubtedly, competent

1 0



,

programs s4.1ccessf Ily. HoWever, in A

/

continuousj4i /the ging ethnic compositi

/

."traiked it/iMPoSs ble po prOvide s ahie ethn

diverse ana

honl population'

era for every

chi1d/4hO would-benefit fr. them. Such a p ovision s an ideal Ve

uld striv for. ack of ethnic teachers, however., should not

prevent rUS' m. tak

'I
.

---k- 'Ile/1 ingual Project is a specific prog am whiCh attempts to

accommod te bilingull educa son to Australi n ,onditio . This is
-,..... 4-.,

eny the poss bility that it'could b applicable other,

\ i

P\lace where-the sit ation of ethniC minor ties 18 comParale. In
_

ni'up the chal

T

lenge of bilingu l education.

0

\
d veloping our own A stralian approach to ilingual education we

0
i

cold perh4s avoid he s c stigma atta-hed to'it. .Gairder

la4ts the fact tha 'in he United Sta sAFthe 1968 Bilingu4

IEducation Act 's

included a.poverty criterion use in

identifying its beneficiarie1. This has
had the effect of stigmatiz ng ilingual
education as an educationa4l me icine
specific to the poor and d sad antaged.
It= might instead have beensee as a ,

superior kind nf, education for possihiy
. superior Children (1975:3).

-deed, elitist,biIinguai edu'ation has a long and

successful hi tory. '93nsider -the fee-p ying biangual schoo,ls in

the United Sta-es,,Canaaa, France, Ge any -Airai-farra;nd elsewhere.

Attendance at s ch schools confers sOc al prestige. Their superior

s\tatus is evident to those who support them so that there is no
_..

--

need for evaluati g their programs or assessing the IQ or.a

1 1

\I
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schiovement scoresiiI.,their pupils, The bilingualism of pupils

,attendingelitist bI1Ing401 school!) is,voluntary; In my (11

terminology these students arepultural bilinguals:in that they are

learning an L2 t; a high degree of proficiency for career or other

personal reasons. Our students stUdying a FL (foxeign language) at

school euch as FrepthGerman, etc.-belong to this grou .1 can

justify this,9lassification oq'the,grounds that these s udents study

L2 for its: own sake rath -than for its useful4esa in t eir everyday

life.: This i not We caae for ethnic minority students whom 1
, 7

'shall call soc bilingu4s. As Gaarder (1975),has poi ted out

\

they have choice, for them learn.ing the dominant lang

obli tory. Theycan, of,course', give up LI and become ónolinals.

/".
s choice is congruent/wih assimilationist attitudes n. as been

in AuStralia as much 'asielsewhere. Today secondencouraged

possibility open'to these students, namely bili m, is,

attracting/increasing attention. Many tea recognize that

the educatickial principle ofI
1

giving ,t,he opportunities

, to exploit their own potential lly,

bilingualismjngran udents.

with_ more tharr-bne language in th

5he

to the fostering of

'e children have contact%

daily lives then their langua0..

situation shduld-be taken.int cCount, and both languages devel,ped.

Such.a course of action/Wo allow Students to beComeodpeten't

bilinguals If this wa cojngruent withrtheir aspirations.

opinion this is necessary condition for the su

/
_-_cd%immigran students.

educatiOn



The. fosteringbf bilingualism,undoubtedly adds to the'

-learning and teaching load and thereforedeserves careful,
i

k j

exaMination. In.the Course:of'such an examinationcit might be
1

_

profitable to select 'some aspects of bilingualism and discuss these

in turn.

Lan14uage universals

,

necessary condition for the learning of L2 and therefore for

,.Lei us begin by loOking at some.language'universals.

is y contention that the existenCe of language universals is a

It

bilingualiim. It is difficult to'imagine how it would be possible

,

to learn more than one-language if all natural languages did not

have the appropriate mechanisms to conVey the judgements human
1

.

beingS make about the world, such as "who did it.,,, who it happened
i

to, and what got-changed" (Fillmore 1968:24).

These relationships have been spelt out in some detail by

'contemporary linguists (Fillmore 4968, Chafe 1970). For our purpose

it might be sutficient to note that in Chafe's semantically based

theory the central element of the sentence is the verb, to which

the variOus noun elements relate"in specific.ways. "Fillmoie calls

these noun relatiOnships"roles". One of the important roles.is

the Agentive, i.e. animate instigator of the action as identified

hy.the verb. In English this rble is often expressed by the

grammatical subject of the sentence,(John Opened the 'door).

1 3
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Languages differ in the way they actualize these

relationships. For instance, according to-Fillmore (1968) there

is a preferred order of sUrface subject choice in Englir.' I

should like to mention the first two in this hierarchy of subject

choices. If there is an Agentive it,becomes the subiect (as-in

'John optfed the door'), otherwise it is:the instruMental, in

-6iher words the inanimate force er object ci-lusally involved in the

action or state expressed by the verb (as in 'The key opened the

door'). The preferred order of expressing case relationships and

the linguistic complexity-of the devices uSed to mark them play

a role in che language acquisitioh process.

This-expplains the relatively late understanding of

passive sentences in English. Initially these sentences are

.interpreted On the basis of the preferred-order of subjectivization,

;.

that is the grammatical subject is identical with? the Agentive.,

Consequently, 'The girl was pushed by,the hoy' iS understood ad the

_girl doing the pushing. The assumption that the sorting out of the

0

case relatiOnships in sentences and their surface manifestations is

a lengthy process, has been documented. Brown (1973) has, been able

to identify the six basic relationships posited by Fillmore (1968),

in a selected corpus of children's-early utterances. SOrensen's

(1974) Systematic study of the data included in three articles

reporting on the two-word üttran2p children agediI2 to 26

months supports Brown's. finding . Schaerlackens (1973.),who studied
.. .

.

the early speech of Dutch7spaking triplets,concludes that "the



child initially ma.sters a number of distinct Oasic:Semantic
,

, relations from which it canlater-proceed to mord
/

complex.patterns".

(p. 193). . ,

These semantically based studies seeO to lead to the

conclusion that initially all case markings are absent and the limitTa1 .two cases per sentence. The child is restricted-in the number

_cases it

,can handle.

can combine.but.not the.numberi of relationsiiips it

This raises the quetion,whethe*.this type of'

,restriction also operates in1,2 acquisition.

sufficient-data.on this isue as on so many

'learning.

As yet we.lack

ther aspect's- f L2 '

A striking aspect of child 'speech in the early

its Ofectivenessin cpmmunication despite the absence of
-

gterilMatae-01 markiag ofwarious hinds. This is Possible

the meaning is.algO,conyeyed by the conteXt of the situation n
7--

face-to-4ace encounters. In such instances grammatical mar ngs

tan be'said to be'redundane, in other words,dispensable.

,

sta

//

ges is

/
becausfr

According to Brown (1973) they 'modulate' basic meanings rather

than convey them. For instance, the articles, a and the make the-

thing referred.to by a noun specific of unspecific. Without the

nbun they-modulate they are meaningless, but theconverse is not

true. A noun designating a toy such as doll,-truck, can be,--artdet

specific with the,help of a gesture. Brown suggests "that a major
/

dimension of linguistic development is learning to express always

1 5
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and lautothatically certain things
. _
(agent, Attion,-.-numher, tense 'And- --

so o) even though these Meanings may be...redundant" .(p. 245),

4culates that it may be "economical to build up neural
%

He

networks, ...:which will guarantee the:.invariant expressions'of

1

-

_

,

certar meanings.so that the central processing capacity.can,be

left 6-ee to deal with the..communicational exigencies of each

individual situation" (p. 242).

Obligatory modulations are drawn arbitrarily by each

language from a common language Pool, So_ that learning L2 !implies'

. .
,

learning a new set of obligatory mOdulations. There-mighq be'a
. 1

I

marked d.:. :rence in the type and manner'of modulations aCross,

.
,

languegeS. For instarR:e..,' not lall_languages mark number-in nouns,

..

or aSpect and tenee in.yerbs to the surprise of English speakers.

. The complexities of language

e'

The questien of conceptual complexity ys... linguistic

-

complexity one ,_as it is. of ten impossible to

s4ar7ate the two becanse,we lack the necessary data and- methods of
.

enalysis.(cfBrown 19.73)-- Although we cannot solRre the question

we .can engage in inienigent guessing, SlObin's research-(1973,
, !--

1975) seems'to suppOrt the view that conceptual-development acts .

--

aS the LI learn, ets guide. As he develOps concepts,pn the.basis-4
,

,

his sensori-motor and later linguietic experiences, he looks for
--

their verbal 'eXpressions. Tbis_implies-tnat he attends to languige
-. -

.

. .

.

Selectively. If the..concept,is consistently and clearly Mark6d
. -- .

. .

,
.

,.-



'showing little variation in. form it will be iven'its language

specific shape. Ot4rwise, the child will not rbalize the
;

concept relying fo;r . communication on-the linguistic. Situational

context, or,as an interim measure;,rely 'on known forms t convey

new meanings until the appropriate form has been:mastered It

could be argued that the:interplay be*eenCOnceptual and

,

linguistic complexity ,reduces the child's,language learning lead

'to manageable proportions. Perhaps selection is a two-stage

proCess, first language.is streened.for inforMati9E at a

conceptual level. 'Once the fornis identified produc'tive mastery

will depend on its linguiStic complexity. One is tempted to

speCulae that this is the key to the appaen$ discrepancy between
,

.

L
,

the child's competence and performance.

The_lpportant role played by selection and qUantity of,.
data inlanguage acquisition is Righlighted in'L2 learning. It

can be assumedthat the L2 learner is older. This has significant

1 implications for conceptual development. If the 12 learner is

.-.-:-----m-ore-Mattire his concept, ual development will serve him less well in

seletting, and by, implication redLingthe data ffe will observe.

Of course .it could be argued that he will be better-able to handle

r'
linguiatic complexities. This indeed is the case as shown by

Ervin-Trip0 (1974) whcz, reporta on the4learning of French cf. thirty-

one English speaking children who went t9 French medium sehools in

Switzerland and had not been exposed to French for more than'nine
-.\

months. In this group ranging from four to nine years "The older

1 7



children learned number and gender more rapidly than the younger

children" (p. 124). If languagejearning and use were essentiallY/

4 question.of the applie4tion of consciously formulated isOlated /

rules, the older\L2 learner would have a definite adyantage. But
:

/

the"rules of language are acquired and applied'non-consciously /

,

,

/

and, simultaneously. The youngerJearner seems more adept at this

although the language learning capacity is never lost unless

... ..senility sets in. To what extent second language,learning is/
-..., .

!

pOssible tar the elderly is adMirably exemplified by an experiment
.

.

cartie4 out)py two Queensland'psych61ogists Who 'taught' Getman to
=.

a group of 63 to 91 year 4lds so Sue'cessfuLly that OYet 150 per
,

cent of them "had in six mopths ieached)6r exceeded the standard

expected of fourth year secondary school children" (Naylor and Harwood.

1975:32). Moreover, they did not want to stop.' Anumber of

..
.

German languages daises for the-e4-der4y-are-currently- voperation

_in_QueensIatid-Wg717Z1-t-e-c-t-res-ult-of_this_exper ent.

4 "

,-----

,.........

.
For somewhat different..teasons,- it-could be said-that

linguistic complexity is one of, the_stumbringeblocks in L1 end L2
'---,

,

acquisition. At this point it might be legitimate to.raise the,:..

question as to why language is'so complek,. 5iobin states that
, . N

4\
language must be learnable but it must also ba\an efficient means
1 . .

,., N,

of communication. .Slbbin (1975:3-4) posits four 'competint charges
..

to language.'

1 8



1. be clear.

.2. be/humaly.processible in ongoing,time.-
i

--'====6e-tu--tekas;14easy.

4. be expressive,

He asse ts that

Child'language is at first most influr,nced
by-the first two charges -7 to:be,cler
and.to baprooessible...Child speechfis.
close tounderlying semantic'intent' in
form.and guided by the most:basic processing
rules (p. 4).

Language.development or ohange 1.8 stimulated by 'the

-mpeting pressures oh language. The charge\to be eluick and easy-

the_hialogical-foundations-of-language---The-human

perceptual apparatuapld'des time limits on oursproCessing of

language as speakers and lipteners. The need to compact leads to

a reduction in' tarking. This militates against clarity as reduced
_

forms are less informative and can only be handled by those wilt) have

pre-knowledge of toth the full and reduced Markings. Clearly this

pute the beginning language learner at a disadvantage.. Slob In .

illuStrates his contention.-thet beginning speakers prefer -a:one-td-1

one mapping of content and form wherever pOssible" (1975.:6)'With',

-Several examples, e.g.,

r,

;1:
.'

.e,



Example from English:

Example froM Italian:
,

-Example from Arabic:

"I Will", "I will not", and
"do not",where.edUlts.
would nee,

, and ,

"don't".

At-one-stage.he-nO,-rmally
optional pronoun is alWays
eXpressea.

The child uses the plural in'
eXprOsiOns with:numeral and.
-nouit'forall numbers,
contraty to,the input
language..'.

Further, when the contraCted form appears'early in the developmental

'sequence it is usually "Unanalysed". 'The child'uses wor.ds or
. .

. .

phrases without being awa&yo,f their internal structure and

therefore-does not recognise that they consist of elements which

have combinat,orial power. Brown (1973:391-395) has documented this

--
phenomenon at the phrase level The children he has. studied'used

1 .

"What's. that?" "It's" without being aware of the:pregence of the

, copula be_with-its independent furiCtion. BoWerman (1974:1.9)

...,'...

,

reports that children as cad as seven, although they use compound.--
_

nouni like "milkman" appropriately, may not be aware of how the two

separate morphemes link the sense of the word as a whole.

Unenalysed forms are unproductive. The,language learner cannot put:,

them to optimal'use., One could assume that the L2 learner hes.

similar diffigulties with contractions, deletions end compound forme:

However, if he is intelligent 'gdessing the sentenceas a

Whole Will help him to analyse its parts.'

20 ; j;
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Slobins fourth charge to language "To be expressiVe" is )

perhaps the most imPortant source of comPlexity. It demands that

information should be pleasingly structured and,fitting the particular

interaction situation. This assertion is congruent with Halliday's-__
view (1975) that the complexity pf language is due tcvits

'multOunctiOnal-nature. Oor instance, it must satisfy the aesthetic,

socil', and informative needs of its speakers (cf. Smith 1972). If

one looks at these three major funcEiOns in isolation; one finds that7'.

-/
in ordeTtasatisyy the:aestheEic functiOn fully oneneeds highly/./

,

, developeid rhetorical skills of the,kind expected 'from profeesionals
,

,

ln afield connected with langdage e.g. writers; politicians,

ministera of religion etc. On the other hand; the informative
-

function Can be satlsfiedby using the Simplest:linguistic means.

This.is ad*rahly illustrated by:pidgin languages. These ieem to
.

-

. arise spone neously in situapionstwhere people:without a common
1

:lpnguage.interact minimally, usually'for tradii.g purposes. For such
!

an activity A 1-that is needed; ta the exchange of a minimal amount
,

' of information Consequently, pi4ins are unifUnctional. This

simplest form of language Fan be characterized by few gramMatical

markers, a heaVy reliance on a small'number of function words and on
I

word prden If the children of pidgin speakers learn it as their MT

(mother tongue), it immediately becomes more complex and is called a
\

crole. Creole languages are more complex wit espect to

grammatical markings and richer with respect vdeabulary. Thia is

'attributed to'the fact that if language plays/ e role of MT it is'
-

nolonger sufficient fo fulfil the informativ lunaion alone, the,
-7

2 1



integrative and expressive functions,have to.be sati 4 d as well.

V.°

A creole is multifunctional, therefore, much more cO Olex than a

Pidgin. The inf. rmative function of a language, 4fi ough

its pure form, islesslingnistically siMple in

conceptually and is\therefore acquired relatively 14 e. This Iias

been dOCumented.by lliday ,f975.) and has been observed by other

teach4. Children in primary school, ave to be

)1taught how to relate 4 sequence of events, even if ey have .

participated in 'it. Adults take the informative funt lonof
_

langvage forgranted, Although they fully use its Other.

-1-

lunctiona they are oftennot consciously aware.,of theM.

1

4'or instanCe, the expressive function makee the demand

'on language to be rhetorical.. ,According to Slcnin (1975) we need

,to attend to the stylistic featukes of our s'Okenor!uiritten

message if we want to hold our audience'a attenl,on.nd

. communicate successfully. The composition of A sinipi 'letter can
.

.

serve as an illustration-herd. Unless we pay due attintion to

the rules of discourse we may well start each sentence Ji.t\h the

\ ,

.

subject " " which is stylistically Aangeceptable. Ili Observing,
_

.

,
.. A .,

the rules of discourse and varying thestructureoflOur sentences

; t
:

I.L.
.._.4

. 1 /.

Thig leads aestkhically!
f.\

-. ,

\
. !

acc ptahle language implies. complexitY. This creates on , the
.

. i

ma4Ar .difficUlties in 'teachingand learning a second/langdUage.

'we make them more complex. _

to the conclusion that
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. There is a tende y to practise a second language at a sentence

Uwe 14h to coMmunicatel however, we need to put

sentences in/a sequence.which implies variation. The necessary

of sequencing and areadjustmenr4 .a.re ;losely linked to the
It

not eabily pred4table out.of context. The Changes brought about
.

.

,

. .'... ,

by the'rules of .discourSe can obscure the meaningl-Of,the text for

order

:,

the L2 learner as receiver of a message. As sender of a message
\

he Might reveal himself as unacceptably, clumsy.

The L2 learner's'aesthetic clumsiness is usually

-

compoUnded by.the clUmsiness he displayalthisommunicative-
r

competence in other words, hiS inabili y to do justice to the
_

integrative function of language.. Fdr, example,..as-a learnerof

English he is told that declarative

imperative sentences give comman

,

4.-

eutences seek information,'

. .Does this, i fact,

correalignd'to the wayspeaker8/of English use _their languag0..

The following examples could serve,as an illustration-

,of the.multiple-purposes the'question form can.fulfil in English.

/ Since I am presenting interrogative

Interpretations I haVe chosen are

Sentences out of context.the

y necessity arbitrary.

Neverthelesi; I ope they are-accep able:



I

Would you bring me a drink? A/command: Bring meH drink!
. 1 I

Would you like a drink? An offer: .I offer You al
drink.

,

...'

you busy? An introduction to a imore;

\

,

specificrequest:

I want yoU to 4o
Something!:for

How are things?

Are you serious?

--
;A .cOnvexsatiOn opening:

Let's talk!

A device to keep the
conversation going:

me more
about it.

Although we can often indicate continuEd attention,
'

tequests; offeiaand so on by paralinguistic. means, e,g. facial

expressions and gestures, we-anuAt_he able to express these
I --

verbally if we wish to -function as full members of a commu4ity.

It can be taken for granted thet'every adult has mastered the

appropriate. fo for a given:situation in A way, that is acceptable

t
V

own sociii group. 'In,other words., he has .coMmunicative

,competence.'-,Undoubtedly, individuals vary in the degree they can
,

handle a wide range of social situations withZthe subtleL_

intricacieaof atyle variation thia entails: ' Co4.ider the
, .

:difficulties a middle class English-speakfilg woman could have in

particbiat-ing-in- the conversation of men in an AUstralian hotel-bar..

)
-------

assuming that she doWed to join them.' This example
I. .. ----"

I

...._.........._..._.-.....-......-...*........... ;...V.rrr.,1,6uMr.,-.'-..'',

----gh-o-Ws that sociOanguiatiC coMpetence is np.t-so-litiOn a quistion,.of__- .

---- . i....__
----

. edudation aS of opputuairrt13 participate.
...,.....,..,



1)ne asPect of

..to\socially identify spea

thA'Obtains between them!

dem d the nbservande of

Cons

honor

addre

tiolinguistic competence is,the ability'

et and listeine.and the relationship

uently, the JaPanese

fics: All languages

system\see Brown

SoMe culture's, for example the Japanese,

nUances in this' respect.btle

languageas an intricate system of

however, Ol,fer alternatives in their

d-Gilman 1970.1 Ervin-Tripp 1972).

;

: StylistiC choite seems tO be inexhaustible. Consider
I

-the enillels variety of wayjt One can. indicate to a person that his

Or herj priesence is no. lodger wanted.

,!

__T2Sorry*to have kept.yOu v6 lone'. 'What time is itTh
I

.

.

only limited number.ofIthese. .would be appropriate for a given
.

,

situa ion. Similarly', you wOUld Vsk,for food differently when in

-
Crilease leave!'

Of course

aurant or at home'. (Yoir might find it a source of

emus ment to think of further examples.)

Style variation is closelY linked to the 'verbal

\ behaviour ,pattern of a coMmunity irrespective of the language that

\ ed. Therefore onecould offerhospitality in Australia in

the English language that reflects-Australian orAtalian

he cOnvertle.would 'also* true. The selectOr for style
5

is not necessarily the language used.. Other.
. .

1

onsiderations, such as th linguistic,and -Sodial background
i.

;

people involved in the 4eech event., and larious,features of

tile Situational context, e.g'. Aacei time, May override the

customs;

variation,

of

flUence exerted by language.
5\,2
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I

, I .

Aa la.:;Uages are in principle translatable in the senae

that generally the same,intention can be eXpressed in any language,,

it has beeiIassumed until A,Cently that using a egcond language is

tantamount to expressing oneselt.izaimatically Soc,iolinguistic

its
. . ?

research,'although atill i

which-indicates that the tompleXity of rules underlYing style

variation is comparable to the giammatical,rules of 4:anguage.

A.Maatery.nf bnth sets of rules isneimagary f r communicative

1.4,
.

Itfmay well be that the SoCi4l-rules are comparatively
_

Competence.

more difficultto learns'by instruction',because they are ao closely

tied to the social situatiOn which ls,difficUlt tOreproduce in'
,

the classroom'. Yet this is an iMportant aspect dflanguagethat

has to be,mastered. Bole playing is oneci the,devices that can

6 '
to range of, style variationsoi repertoire:of

In-Addition, students have to. be

be Used

both LI

Intro

aubjet

eXtend the

and L2 learners.

ced to the conventinns'ofthe Written stylewith respect to

Matter areas.' WellWritten:textbnnks ahould not only give

the.learner the opporiluOity to gain:new faCtual . jniorMation but
,

'i

shOUld alSo serve to' ektend, the meanilianf' wprds-an that they,
, .

gradually approxiMate the.full\ieanings'adults attach to them.

firsttime in theirBilinguals who encounter 'so* wOrdafor the

textbooks may lly-acldire a partial underatanding of the words .

no havin.g hea'd them\i4 everyday:conversAtIOn. Their Ll might,

als0 show

-faCt that,:

Fish*an's

traCOs f,a restriCted Understanding cif-words 'dile to the

they, have not beep used for subject Matter learning (Cf:
/

domain ibeptY, 1972). '154r1 exAMPle of partlalunderstanding

1
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of-a-word was reported during A private conversation by a TEFL

.(Teaching:.English aa a Foreign Language) teacher in New South Wales

who had teseed a group of migrant children. To
11

er surprise theY
,

Only kneW themeaning of the verb stretch as it applies to a rubber
_

band but not as it applies to the coaat'"af Queensland. ,A

comparable group of children with an English-speaking.background

were aware of both-meanings. An example of the domain specificity
Z,

of vOcabulary'items was supplied by a Greek girl reading the

Greek version of the bilingual texts she was using. She reported..

..'that she had to refer to the English text in order to understand

the word 'explorer', 'She knew it in English having encountered it

it' the cOurse of School instruction. She had never heard or aeen7

^
It Written down in 'Greek. Obviously this is not a word that would

have a high frequency in everyday Convarsation 1.1 the home, or even

generally.

-Traditionally, the schoOl has paid most attention to the

informative and aesthetic functions of language reducing its
r

social function to the form41 classroom situation. This has

.-resulted in the official recognition of a particular variety the

official,or.standard language and a narrow range of stylevariations.

Other-varieties and styles which.argunacceptablel.n the school

setting haVe been branded as-'wrong' or .!bad', and virtually denied

the status 'language'. This,has resulted in creating a gap%eiweefi

school and home language preventing the student from fully

Utilizing hiolexisting language skills. Instead of teaching the

2 7
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child-tO'paraphrase his language style intojorms acceptable in

School or other public vituations, he is treated\as verbally

deficient: The complex situation of migrant children is further

-cOmpounded by LI and.L2 language varieties spoken by'themselves

and their peers.

In Australia thelollowing students would be-included in

the 'Verbally deficient' group by some teachers. Native Eaglish

speakers whO.use stigmatized forms with respect to accent,:grammar

and vocabulary, and migrant students who are not fully competent

in English. These Children find it particularly difficult to

handle the written style of textbooks. Consequerttly their

language abilities are often underestimated. If teachers assumed

that children coming to school have a considerable knowledge of

language,they could concentrate.on the ways of utilizing this

knowledge. 'Such an attitude would serve boththe monolingual who

is a social or regional.dialect speaker and the.non-English

speaking child. Bilingual/bidialectgeeducatioh'Seems.to offer a

muCh needed sgJition.

As we have seen earlier, bilingual prograns in the

United States deSigned for ethnic minority children are variously.

biase:d towards language maintenance or lahguage shift. In other

words they are strongly supportive of the ethnic language or of

English. In my opinion, neither of these.approached takes

sufficient cognizance of the wishes of the learner and of the

2 8
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a

' .

complOxities of bilingualism. UnddUbtedly,.thIS is partly due to

themore homogeneous ethnit-groupIngs in the United States-.

In Australia it cannot pe, tAenjor granted that

bilingual children would wish Ea take their LI as a school subject

wduld want to use it as a medium of learning-or thaCtheir

attitude to LI is consistent over a perioi of time. A survey that

I have conducted which contains a question on 1.3nguage maintenante

'shows.that there is:, Aways apinOrity. that IS not interested in
. . .

... .
. . ._, , .

. , _
learning the LI. However, the child who has rebelled against the

ethnic background ard language often clvelops-a favourable attitude

towards it later in life.

Neithr can it be assumed Plat if Ll is better developed

.it.i8 also better liked. In my experience (Rado 1976) bilinguals

.,.-
____., in Australia tend to Place their two languageS on par. They show

--- , .,
, .

sound linguistic insight by opting for balanced bilingualism (cf.

,.---Rado 1975). From the point of view-of learning the key notion is

accessibility of information in both languages, hence bilingual

education. The merit of this view is that it gi.ves precedence to

the acquisition of coneepts.over language. The role of language

in learning is that,of a mediator.......This is an important role but

should not be confounded-Vith knowledge as. such. Zilingual

educatdon, ideally then, gives the bilingual the opportunity to

use his twO languages in the way-it suits his needs best. While

studying some topics he:might opt for one language or the other,

2 9
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in other instances he might wish to rely on both languagea.making

:-

interlinguistic comparisons. 1ti interesting to note that even_\

those who believe in 6 learning and maintenAnce vi6w bilingual

texts with suspicion. .In fact, 6ilingualism is regarded by many

as a threat to full development in a given language.

Significantly, they quote the achievement scores of thoSe whose

bilingualism has been arrested and not of.those who are competent

bilinguals.

Another'source of disapproval is the fact that

'117.4cL

-bilinguals show interference.phenomena Ccf.%, Haugen 1956;

Weihreich 1974; Hasselmin 1976;-. Clyne 1972) particularly quring

the proCess of becoming cqMpetent'bilinguals- As they encode the
.

message.they want to conveY intOvords; gleMents from LI .

occasiOnally appear in L2 and vice vetSg. .Clyne (1972) obsafved

that'interference can. becaused: by:-

-

I. A lexical item culturally-miSsing

2. A similarity'in sound and/or meaning.

3. Ignorance of itt.m or.strUcture.
,

4. The fact that the:structuie is more,
economical in the source .language,and
can be fitted into the-target langUgge.,

The significance of these.agents of interference4s
. .

gradually lessened as the legrn progreSseain hiS L2, 4Jlie're.is

increasing evidence:in the literature dealing with L2 error

analysis that errors are L2 based or the learner's. own creations
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(cf /Contributiojls to Working paperq on Rilinguaism and Language

Leatino)..
Q

Ifdeviance is a natural phenome non, a necessaiy
.

71134cteriseic0f lang therefore languageuage change and
i

7 d
e/e%pment, what att -tude

..,

should Ve as teachers adopt towards it?j

i

l'IV1.4d WE be las tolerant
;

I

are With .the.11 beginner?

towards the L2 beginner as we generally

is the relationsh i=p-etween learning in L2 in a-

natualistic etting vs. learning it in a classroom' Situation?

1

,

ShOuld'the 1 anguage teacher aim at recreating 'the fOrmer? Perhaps

1
. .

there ip a place for this more leis naturalistic appr0a0

wieh.hi the foreign, second or tommu::::Y1anguage classroom. /

,

Bilirigual learning bsen on bilingual exts could serve this
\
\purPose.
1

,

\

ual' education

The ad;.7\hta es that.would acCrUe from bilingual matertals .

ina41de tile following:

1.
The .learher can use hls.t'otal\iinguistic knowledge
in the 4arn1ng proceas"., ,.,

2:

,

Congruen e between the learne"s intellectual
maturityland content and lin istic'cmplexity of
the text.1 ,

1

3. Learner clhoice
1

Opportunilty to

his 0 linter,

with 'espec/ to language co instruction.

observe 180guage. The learnercan make
or intralknguistic comparisons. \

3 1
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,

.5. Opportunity to strengthen\ both4anguages. JAL

assumed that this.will help to overcome the
problem of interference,.

6. .Opportumity to strengthen Les between the
and the home, the school. and the ethnic
communities it4serves.

'\

is

sChoOl

Given the advantages of bilingual educatibn, what are its

practicai:Amplication3?. I should like to discuss thesejn

conn tion with the Multilingual Project. This project has

.deveioped a series of units in the Soc,Aal, Studies area, e.g.

Animal Families, Buying, CommunicatiOns, Computers,.Libraries and You,

Melbourne, Traffic Accidents, Myths of the Austfalian Aborigines.

The units are developed:in English and commpnity language versions,.

in such.a may that the texts match page by page. Materials. are

.. ...,
. .

designed to facilitate smal/l'. group work. The resource kit
,

accompanying each unit is an integral part of it and provides

,---students with meaningful activities. Obje4ive type exercises and

elf.-correction guides are built into each unit enabling students

to monitor zheirown progress.

Because the materials are essentially student centied

they can help.to solve the problem b!! the wide range of language

.competences in the community language classroom. Structures

appearing repeatedly in the text can-be practised selectively

acr:ording to the.needs of the students.

the project as described above has been critici..ed 00 a

3 2
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number of grounds'. Firstiy, it does not cater for illiterate

students. This is no longer the case During the time it took

to prepare this, report we haVe been able to produce taped

multilingualverSionS of the unit 'Animal Families' and the taping

of f:,urther texts is in progress. This will enable\students to

loOt.and listen, benefiting readers as well as non-readers .

latter are in pressing need of materials they can hand

independently so that they have a chance

The

to develop some

skills which will take them to some- extent autpnotous.

SeCondly, the materials do not cater.for the

Sudy
\ft

AN.

primary

5-10 age group. This is-due to tbe way the.project has been

funded and every effort is being made to obtain the necessary

support for extending the project td- younger children yl?ose need

is .equally great, This would entail giving priority to taped

materials and developing existing activity techniques further.
A

Clearly, units for 'this age group would consist of multi-media kits

which the children.could handle with some teacher support.-

Thirdly, the-ethnic language versions can be questioned
-

. , -

'on he ground that they'are written and spoken in the school
.

.

,

language and consequently create diffiCulty fpF dialect speakers.

As. dialect speakers-usually pay allegiance to a standard language,

one 1:sould hope that the.learner proficient in his dialect' will

find the texts accegs.ible. slt would not be possible to produce

instructional mate,rialsin the dialect versions, of our school

population, Moreoy we cannot be sure that this, would be

\

. 3 3
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-r

acceptable to the learner and his family. In:their.view education

may well imply proficiency in the standarcLor official variety.of

their language.

'

,

Teachers of bilingual.children

Bilingual students need teachers who can help develdp

.their bilingualism. Since we have few-traine4 teachers in

Australia who are native bilinguals (their number should increase

significantly in the next decade) we need to encourage teachers,)

, to work in teams developing,techniques of.cb-operation. WhereaL

an individual teacher may not be able to teach bilinguallY, teeth's

of-teachers and,teacher aides could service bilingual programa.

with the help of bilingual texts.. Our task in this Workshop is

to explore some of the ways in which bilingual study can be

implemented and supported.

e'N

3 1
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INTRODUCTION TO;MUtTILINGUAL PROJECT UNITS

The Multilingual Project exeMplifies a partiCular approach

to bilingual education. It proVides learning materials for\\,
jbilingual students in parallel formSof\English and thi nguage of

their counirieiof origin. The materialsenable imMigr nt students
, /L

,

who know another language to continue with\schoolwork/at.a level
/ \

''').

commensuratewith tneir intellectual abilitY\.. 3he Oap be used by

\
the folldwing groups:

\

(a) new arrivals who would
school time acquiring
classes in which they,

ise spend all their
h, or sitting in

unable to participate.

(b) .students born in Austr lia but with a first
language other than English, and a strong
natiVe-language background in the home.

(c) migrant children who are.competent in both
English and their mother tongue.

(d). English speaking students, to assiit them in
learning a second language.

\

The learning materials conaist of self-contained units
\

suitable for independent or small'group Study aps1 can be used by

'English-speaking teachers.with a minimUt of helP from bilingual

pupils or.parents, Of Course the participation,of bilingual

teachers or aides would enhance the,effictiveness:of the materials.

The units introduce students to areas of'knowledge based

on History, Geography, AnthropologY; economics, and Science. They
i

\

3 7
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\are all cur 4ntiy ayallable in Etiglish aiyi Arabic,

$panIsh , Tu rk rh fin _gusL.C.

reek, 'Itali,
*/

/ C
. \ .

All units contain'booklpLs in English dnd parallel
*

.. ,

migrant language version8 (whigil match page biYpage self-
...

---- .7
,

correction ,guides, and resyUrce_kits-With-audiovi ual..materials.
..

,
1

,

The resourcekits,are,pevital part.
of the units,an are specially

,,'I '

designed to stimulate activities other than paper and pencil work./
. . .

:(

'The units are student-centred'. : The pa allel language

("Versions-allow students to choose their own lanlivage-61-instrucpion.
..

All informot1on,vi54ual matetial and exercises are provided to

allow students to work individually or in sniall grougg. In this

situatioiithet_teacher's role is that of an organiser rather than,A,

source of informatiO4:---Ilis role is.vital in organising classroom-

excurgions sii4este-Y. the units', and in providing

further activities and reading\materials.

\

jn-addition to the booklets and/their resource kits, the

Multilingual projeCt also provideg taped units in. the eight
\

languages in which the texts !are produced.: The tapes closely

follow the texts and proyide information, questions and activities

in conjunction with visual materials. They give the bilingual

student the same freedom to choosele' langu4 of instruction and
v

the pace of learning as do the units \in booklet fbrm.. It isilioped

that, these tapes when used with the texts and visUal glds will
.- 1

/

38
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MULTILINGUAL PROJECT UNIT:
,

ANIMAL FAMILIES

Audrey Dudley
lia.rgaretKhong

Originally, Audrey Dudley and I intended to write a

unit on.'.The Family' fer junior secondary-stUdents. We ,fo/ind the

reference material available used so many sociological.teruC such

as role, role expectations,,and status, without giving a clear and

3

simple statement of What eXactly a family is, or why one shoUld

study it, that we decidcd to have'a chaker on aaimaln'td.lead,'

Anto the human family'. This thapter developed into a complete

unit - Animal Families.

The'Unit looks at the main functions of the family -

reproduction, maintenance, protection and socialization - by

studying Ole life-cycles of a number of animals, which include the

salmon, seahorse, platypus, kangaroo, penguin and monkey. The

idea is developed, thiough a sequential study, that the functions

of Lamily dife beCome more complex as evolution prOgresses,'Ifrom

the sole function of reproduction in the lower.orders, to full

parental responsibility for maintenante, Protection and

I

socialization, in-.the primates. Some other concepts we have

introduced are instinct, learned behaviour, Affection, security
\

and discipline.

,1



!proceed. If Answers a e wrong this indicates to the teacher that

help is needed'.

' 35

Each section of thenit'provides a. cer.tain amount of.

information to help students understand SoMe of the concepts

related, to family life. Because the Unit develops sequentially,

and although it may be convenient or interesting to study some

parts in isolation, the conc4pts involved will only be clearly

grasped if the Unit is studied as a whole. There is some

recapitulation in each section, to reinforce learning, and at the

.

end of each section there is a set of questionto test

cdmvehension. Students can check their answers to these questions

in the Answer Guide. This system-can provide'positive reinforce-
.

ment, foi if/students have the answers right they are encouraged to

Most exercises a e of the objctive.type. The forMat is

varied, and there are also opics'for discuSsion which don't

require written ansWers. These are intended to stimOlate'interest
\

in broader issues and to-give\opportunities fdr self-expression.

The Resource Kit contains addi\tionaI material, such is photographs,/

.

games,, slides, puzzles and' extrA stories, which are all designed

I

to stimulate activities.other t an pencil and paper work.
\

6

The value Of the Unit iS erhanced if students can work
.

together and help each other. also valuable :xi allow' students

to-take the booklets home to shOw heir parents Where' this has been
,

.

done the response of parents has b4n enthusiasAlc, as it has given

many of them their first opportunity to undetstanetheir

4 1
school work. .
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MULTILINUAL PROjECTAJNIT:

BUYING

Roberta Kings

'Buying'is an activity based Unit written to meet the

following objectives:

1. to makie the studene aware of'the choices he
faces in his role as consumer.

,

2. to alert the student to what influences his
puxchasing decisions for example,
-abertising.or pack:aging\ uf'goodS.

.\
/4.

3. to extend the student's nowledge of the
principles of-hire purcha e and:saving.

4.- to encourage students to and plan in
0

order to'be able to purchase items which
suit their individual needs and. wants.

to help prOtect the student by making him
more critical and self,-conscious in h!.,
role as consumer.

Consistent with the objectives of Ole MultilinguAl

Project the English used in the_Unit has been kept clear/and simple.

All new terms are explgined'and supported by. examples.-

Activities have been individualised so that the,isolated

speaker can work through the Unit on his own.- Apart from a few

questions which are intended .only to prompt thihking.and

discussion, all questions have answers in the Ahswer Guide.
.

4 2
/
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definlie right
1

informed.'so in

him arrive at a

cases

or wrong
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the type of question asked does not have A'

answer. In such cases, the student is

the Answer

decision.

Guide and suggestions areniade to help

'The answecing technique is normally that

of multiple choice, so that teachers. can see at

of any ethnic group are progressing through the Ut --a d-can easily'
;

correct their work.
1

a nce how students.

The Unit contains. a survey of teenage spen ing patierns

and a table Comparing Chemist and Supermarket prices for certain

everyday itenls. These give scope for skills of read ng and cOmparing

data, and performing numerical exercises.J A game andl, menu lists in

the Resource it are designed to give the Student fur her practice

in comparing a d making choices.

The teacher could deyise'a number of enricfun

to support 'Buying'. He could arrange visits

,

markets where children might make interesting

)

and packaging of food. This would serve as preparation'for the
,

K
compilation of a classroom chart to show which fruits d vegetables

are in seaSOn. Children could he encoutaged,uo keep a scrapbook of

/
advertisements, collected. from Australian Or ethnicf'newspapers, in

-
,

order to compare prices of products. Examination 4f a copy of
1

Choice should stimulate discussion and help stude 41,

ts to realise

durable goods which are,:similarly pricee.are ofte_ of varidble1 i

'-'

to siperiarkets or open

compaiis ns of prices

nt activities

43

_
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The theMe "Buying" was chosen because the.ccimmunity aS

a whole needs consdmer protectron. . Migrants iire amongst those'

particularly vulnerable since they'can easily be misled by

advertising slogans-, packaging, or hire purchase agreements.

Some aLe unused to supermarkets and are confused by the wide chcll'ce

of consumer goods available here.

i



iLINGUAL PROJECT UNIT:

COMMVOICATIONS

39

The Communications Unit is bsa d on maeei-ial.from thee .

:

Secondaty Social Scieocespys9ect. The preSent Communications Unit,. ,
i6 a seCOnd ed ition; after'a trial of the earlier edition simile

ulonges were made to

4(011 gtoop study.

improve its viabilit); for.independent nd

, We thought this topic would-be particularly nteresting
. .

.,.
for the Moltil ingual Project, because in Situatl.an where language

difficul,ties exist attention is focused or chmmunfcation other'

than.sPeach, for example gestures, facial expression and similar

who'has been a touristcues- Anyone will know hov-you comt to

relY on these 0eth95IS. Of course we all carry

these frms unconsciously,

out and interpret

The Communioations,:Unit aims to make this process more

.ccoscic, bv isolattng and examining di fferePt kinds of

c0;411mulliQqtion., rPI ()motion is given abut road signs, the

-IllearnattunaT code'ef Sigtnals used by shipa;,,and communication

with tlIQ deaf and the b1inc. Throughout the Vnit.students are

eticoutned to e xperiment with.communication Themselves. lhey.ar'e

,

4 :3



asked o think of ways they might commmnicate/with-peopie who
../-

spcal< iheiT lonwiagi.< Co devise their o n voile, and tytk:iteh a

program without sound, in order to determine how mixch can he

4.0 .

understodd With the picture aione/

don'

l'hyically the Uri consists of a Students Book. with

Correction Cuide,'a Work ook, and a Resource Kit containing

photographs, a tape, aille sheets, and,pictures. The activities,
..---,--- ...-- .

.

.-questions and exerci es are designed to increase the students'

understanding of. interaction.

4 6
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MULTILINGUAL PROJECT UNIT :

.COMPUTERS

Howard Dossor

The Multilingual Project Unit 'Compuers' moves out of'

the sphere of the soeial Sciences and into' the area cif.the applied

sciences. Some mathematical cpncepts and technological rerms are,

'introduced, but in such a Way as to explain their use.
,

_

The Unit-begins ;with an .imaginative exptoration of the
\ s

possible uses that might: be made of the computer in a domestic

situation in the future. It then highlights the human need for

computatioual devices and explores some of the most primitive

counting machines including hesand tray, the abadus and tally

q

marks. The reasons foi the-inadequacy of these devices in. .an--,....,

7------ '' ,
technology are:fdisCussed and.the emergence of ENIAC, the. , .

---- -. .

. ,

first modern-comRoter,i dealt with. ,

,
.

---':-...-----:!.

,-.

'The parts of.the tei And,the relationship between
-,..._

-, .. ,-_____ .,

these al-,.! explained bp.,,, simple diagrams'i,p_the textThe ULit also
, --,, --., . .

explains the fundamentals of binary arithmetic and their releiranQe°

, to the development of the computer.

The place of the computer inthe contemporary world is



examin
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with the underlYing intention of exposing the notion.....

the emputer as a"merhanieal brain". it is emphasized that

properly and sensitively used the computer can make a useful

contribution to human life.

The Unit has'a Resource. Kit containing photographs;

arithmetical games, and a pbeket calculator with games which

.demonstrate its electronit circuitry. All tasks ,or questions can

be corrected in a self-correction guide, so that studenr:s can.'

mork independently.. Teachers involved in the supervision of

students using the Uni need no special knowledge of computers/

as the text is se)lf-expl, atory,

48
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MULTILINGUAL PROJECT UNIT

LIBRARIES AND YOU'

. Marian Turnbulf

The main aim'of the Library Unit is to teach basic library

skills. But it's also hoped that prOviding information abOut the

organisation an'd facilities of a public library will encoUrage.

students to visit,and use their local librarA

The Unit begins with information about joining a library.

The role of the librarian is explained, and students are asked to

fill out a typical library joining card as an exercise.

The Unit co.tinue-§ with the layout of a 1;rary - the

fictionand non-fiction, sections, and the usual]/y eparate section's

for children and Other aspects of organis tion include

the rights o orrowe and the kinds of materials housed other

than boOks.

The next section eals with how to use the library:-

English alphabetical order introduced since it is a basic

requirement for using a libr ry inAdatralia. The nature

fiction call numbers is expla ned - where they appear on the books,

how they are obtained, and th way in which they are used to shelire

4 9
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. the books. Exercises are included in the arrangement of fiction

call numbers, using the names of .actual authors.

In order to introduce the Dewey System of classification

some'represemtative subject areas and their numbers are given, and:.

tbe way these numbers are used to provide non-fiction call numbers

is explained. Student-3 are asked to use the list of subjects and

numbers in the Unit to give numbers to some madeup book titles:

Tbe use of the catalogue is introduced, with thje/lIca-In

types of Cards and how they are houSed.

and Subject card-are shown in the Unit.

/rA typical ,itle Author

The circumstances in

which each kin of c d would be used ate described'i and exercises

are given in se ectin the appropriate card for a particular

situation.

I

At the end pf the Unit there is information compiled

froM questionnaires sent to Metropolitan libraries in 1973. The

I

.questions related to foreign language material available in the
1

form.of books or periodicals, the languages of these.and the

\

availability, of such Material for children. This inforMation may

encourage students or heir parents tO ask for this Material and
;-

possibly stimulate libiaries to purchase more foreign language
1
,

material.
r.

5 0 ,
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. The ReSource Kit for 'Libraries' consists of a self

correcting game which requires students\to arrange fiction call'

numbers in alphabetical order, and-a game to give students practice

in the shelf arrangementof books n a library.
1

A supplementary list,,of book titles which are in most

schobl librarits-is included for children who have sufficiently

developed their English.

5 1



MULTILINGUAL PROJE61\ LqIIT :

,

MELBOURNE: TRE FIRST FIFT YEA
A

Audrey. pudleY
:Margaret KhOng,'

We began the

\\f'intormatioo. about thecity in which they were living would be

4

7

'Melbourne' Unit with the feeling that

of\particular interest te migrant student,s. The full title * the

Unit 'Melbourne: The First.Fifty -Years', and it covers

perio' the c.ity's history, setting events in a context cN<ity,

growth .and planning.-. The facilities essential for the maintenance
- . -:. r-

of a city population are discuSsed, and'infdrmation ziven,about the
.__

,

parti/eular events which gave rise/to the choiee'of Melbourne'as a \\

,--.. .

. . r.- .._.

,sit fot a settlement. The Unit finishes with the Inte tional

Exhibition in 1880.

/,

.

. . The Unit contains a section on the life'ef th:0
, .

. .
.

, ,

:Aboriginal tribes who lived around the present site of1461bourne,

::;WOUtlines the contribution made by various men such as atman,

Governoi La Trobe, and Fawkner, to the growth of the city. ,Ibo.

approach is historical, but ihe Unit.reltes past events to the

:-p-tesent'appearance',,and landmarks of Melbourne.- In addition it

tries to give some idea of-what it was ike to live in Melbourne

in former times - to arrive as a Migrant in the 1840's for.example.
.

.

. .

25
.

,
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' The Unit is made up of narrative sections providing

_information, followed by objective muitiple choice type questions,

for which answers are provided in the back of the booklet..

Questio0s are alsb asked which are intended to stimulate .thought,-

but do no require written answers.

The Resource Kit which is part of the Unit contains

maps, pictures of Melbourne build4gs, a copy of Batman's treaty

with the Aborigines, a maze, and slides and photographs. .17

Teachers could greatly enhance the Unit by providrrig
.

-excursions to places of interest in Melbourn-e, such as the Fitzroy.

Gardens, FlagStaff Gardens or Por-trffelbourne. In addition,

teachers or students could collect further illustrative material.

5 3



MULTILINGtJA PROJECT UNIT :

-MYTHS OF THE AUSTRALIAN ABORIGOES

48

Clive KingS-'-7-2'

-
introduces students to the life-style; and cultural patteble of the

Australian AborigihesfoCusing on particular Myths tfieUnit
":

This S An historical and geographical unit, and

/

desCribes AboriginSt...heuS147,--clOthing, possessions and eligion

this way it gives...an-insight into their value.system.i The Unit

also describeS how the AborigineS' homadic existence was! determined

by geographic features.

From its study pf Aborigines the Unit extends. t

consider the entry of Europeans'. into Australia, and the way

'which they_have cod with the environment

Students are requited to

malls of Australia, and locate,ps ticular Pisces.
,

eta a tabledraw Snd

4let_hat-a self-correction guide which enables

b correct their own work.

The Resource

Aboriginal iife,

Kit consists of photogiaphs depictihg
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MULTILINGUAL PROJECT UNIT:,

TRAEFIC ACCIDENTS

Roberta Kings
C.

The choice of topic suggested itself since Abstralla

has very high,accident rate which appears to be on the increase.

'3?

Spme aspects of the problem which the Unit'explores are: possible

,causes of.accidents, times at which accidents occur, age groups of

driOars who are most often involved, precautions that can be taken

to avoid accidents, and measures to be taken when traffic

accidents do occur.' All the statiStics useciin the linit are
\

Australian,. The section On gaining .a.licence\uSes Australian
' -

procedures, and introduces the migrarit to tr:a4iC lawsbere'.,

Correct use of seat belts, for instance, is not yet legislated for

in-some countrieS, but hasbeen compulsory in Victoria for some

time.

The skills which students acquire or develop further in

using the Unit are: comprehending a newspaper report,

-interpreting a bar graph, and reading a,table.

Special care *has been taken not to int'roduce too many

technical terms, and when they are introduced into the text, care

basbeen taken to reinforce them Tllutrations have been used to

3

z.-

5 5
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visually represent the ideas in the text wherever possible. Each

activity has been designed to Ove the student something to think

,auout, and to work out for himself.-

The Unit describes the emergency procedures necessary i

6

in\theevent of an accident. This invp1ves_making a telephone call

and familiarity with emergency services.
/

the ResoU ce Kit which is part of the Unit contains

photographs'of acc dents obtained from the AC'cideilt Appreciation

Squad, and copie of car aOrertisements. Two adv.trtisement

are contrasted one suggesting,pot4S and wealth and the other

safety feur s, and there are exerOses based on these. the

Resource i also Contains a game devi-Igned on the principle of

snakes aka ladders, bUt incorporating a highway, with a mu3titude.

of traf ic hazards, leading to an attractive destination The

gameilfso introduce's ,the highway code.-

5 6
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TEACHERS REPORTS ON THE MULTILINGUAL PROJECT/

The following are reports from teachers who have used .

the Multilingual Proje t Units in the classroom. They represent

rimary, secondary andptechnical schools.

Riphmond Girqs''High School

( When I began using the Multilingual Project material I

t.
fr

had np experience of migrant teaChing at all. my class consisted.
-

of eighteen aecond formers, a1,1 pf whom had problems of one sort

or another in first form.

I began with the Communications Unit. I explained the

z+.7:

Resource.Kit, and the procedure involved in using fhe Unit., The

children were enehusiastic about having a book in their own

language.

These children had difficulty with school work and they

r .

did,not find the Unit particularly-eaay. The major problem was

the openended questions. Theyiwanted their answers to be 'right' and

not just give their opinions. I don't want to suggestthat this will

occur with all classes but it proved a stumbling block with 'these

children.
5 7
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I neXt tried-the Animal Families Unit with a group 0-

childreh who had been classified as unable tO manage Science. The

Unit proved a great success. The difference was the objective

questions. The children feli they could understand-a situaticip,
=

where the answers were right or wrong. Also they liked the

Resource Kit with its attractive slides, puzzles and photographs.

*

The! worked in small groups and it was highly successful.

I then tried Animal Families with the group who had been

in diffidulties with Communications, and it was successful with

them also'.

I also. use.the Multilingual material as a resource. For
.1!

exattple, I gave the Animal Families Unit to a senior,girl Who was
..

experiencing language difficulties, and was sent to me because no one

had time to deal with her.. She is able.to use the booklets on het

own. I also take Animal Families with the first form when they alL

studying animals in Science, and visiting.the Zoo school.

Another uSe for the materials is with new arrivals:

gives them something,profitableto do. They can study at the 1 vel

'they would be in in their, own country, or with the rest of*their

class\here.

e 74

1The.greatest advantAge of the MuliilingUal material in
'4

opinion is the posit ve effedt on the family. I allowed children
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to take home the booklets and the families wore delighted 'to have

something io their OWD language And to feel that this allowed them.

. to participate in their children's education,- something they are

normally unable to d

The second 4mo:frit iS the ioy to the and who,

bombarded with English all day, and in a,strange Otuation, gets

something in her own lai.kguage. It helps Such cLildren to feel we

value their language andVulture. I became aware of this when I

first taught. Arabic-spea ing children who are faced with ,learning

a .reW alphabet. They were so ,pleased to see something familiar.

Another advantage of the,Multilingual material is that

-while using it the Students learn study skillS. Ose of the

,

mater_ials need not be limitd to migrant students; they have the

\ J.
-potVatial to be used with all students. For example, my daughter

teaching-Science in an independent school used sections of the
It

English'version of Communicationi. A,Form One teacher in our

school has used the English version of.the Libr:a0es.Unit and,

, found it very successful, and the children very enthusiastic-

One limitation -of working with the materials is that not

all migrant languages are availAle. It makes,if.very difficult if

'you have versions of the Unit in Italian and Greek and there.is

Polish hild who is in to ha'4e his or her own :language version.

I 'know, howevklifia,t: ili2sw languages-are being prepared all the time.

5 9
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... .

I:find it necessary to ell the material to s me extent.

si

You need to tommunicat(e your own enthu .asm, present the materit.i

r
attractively, and let the children seelyou value it. ip order to

maintain enthusiaSm I suggested that each child keep al)ook for
J* .

answers, that was illustrated, and looked after, and cimild be taken

home.
a.

:TON'Y FERGUSON Coburg TechniOal School

Our migrant program at Coburg Technical School runs

mainly on a WiChdrawal basis. In addition we have people

providing.languagerk whiCh is taken into maths, science or

graphic communicatIon classes, and, Turkish and Greek speaking

people who assisC with subject work.

The Multilingual Units are used with a few older boys at

Intermediat.e level who need intellectually stimulatIng material

but can't quite cope qith it in English. .The:Units are algo used

in the special English class on'e group or on an individual basis.

The students chobe the Unit they-want, and decide how.they want

to use it. Some studentS'have waated to take unit booklets home

and we have allowed this. It helps to satisfy parental demands for

iluginework. We have-found a variation in the way students use the

,l(anguage versions. Newly-arrived students, of course, work ins

their.own language.. Students whohave been here 2 or 3' years

often uSe only the English versio Some Italian boys read the
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Italian version but do the exercises in English, so they use both

their languages but fcr: different purposes.

Although these materials can be used for/private. study,

I think they are more useful when a teacher can discuss them t..T.th

students. Some studentf, always want explanation no matter how

clear/y questions are written. It. is muzh more useful if someone

Who speaks the student's first language is available also. As,T

can read Greek, Italian and Turkish I am able to help, students to

some extent, as I can always fink the point in the text that wants

. clarification. If a boy has no ona who speaks his language,.he

has t3-manage on hip own, exceOt for what ht can understSnd in.

English. This is dtheful but it doesn't extend the material as it

-cotilo be.

The advantages of the material are that it assists

students' development Of study skillsr, and gives the opportunity

.for them to develop at their own rate. It is also valuable for them

t6 be able :to develop both theivlanguages, and io feel that the

school recognizes and values tileir own language. This is backed

11up by the inc usion of texts in the main migrant languages in the

school library.

Some students 4 n't seem to think of-::ompaYin
7

with their own language. Others, regardleSs of age, are always

interested in language cOmparison, and aslif questions,

\ ---
Multilingual materials todevelOp that interest.

and use:the

>Z.
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PATRICIA POBLETE Collingwood High School

My school has an open-classrooM organisatiOn for general

studies. Ii is an experimental school andthe staff have enormoUs

libetty to teach whatever and however they want. It is good .

because you don't have 7/be afraid of ideas being knocked back at

the start, and if you make a mistake it. is your responsibility.

Collingwood High School uses the Multilingual Project

.materials at two levels. The migrant English teachers who are

particularly interested in this material use it with small groups

of children who are at various developmental stages. It is akso

used in larger groups of 25-30 in the classroom.

I had another idea about 18 months ago. I tutor

children during the summer.on a voluntary basis, and that summer

the Animal Families Unit had just been produced. I had promised a

Lebanese boy th

last day of sch

grabbed the Ara

the f mily

class started.

t I. would help him with his school work. On the

I sawthe Animal Families Unit. quickly

ic arb:PF.nglish books and off I went. -I arriVed at

housie, was.dmmediately

I

toddlers, big qother,

shown into a back room, And the

To my hOrrorI had not only the 1boy, but grandmother,

and father - wha,:aat a Ilttle away from us

to show his importance. The father-as completelyifascinated that

I had the Arab4 version for him so that he knew what was going on.

This Session was so successful that I thought:. "Why canPt

6
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we_do this with other parehts-lo other situations?
-_._ ,

Our school is divided up into five small schools, -each

called a 'unit'. The children work in multi-level groupingb from

Form 1 -.4, Forms 5 and 6 form a separate unit. The most

important idea,behind the structure of the schookis the home

group. -Children are divided into small groups of about fifteen

with a home group teacher who teaches the children for a 'minimum

of seven hours and a maximum of twelve hours a week. As a migrantc

Thglish teacher I'have to work through this home group teacher.

When the teacher encounters a parent who is'eager to help his.\
\."

chil and warts to know what to.do, I am usually in the background.
\

I say: "I have some materials published in both languages. Would

you care to see them?" If the parent showsintereSt I provide the

texts in both languages and offer to go to their home and Work

:with them..

\

Usually I work through the father because he has

enorthous influence and it would be verY bad-Pollcy to approach-the---

/

/mother first. In some cases in'Turkish homes the mother is the

head.figure and is very interested in school actiNtities, If. this

is the case I work with her. However, in one such family when I

asked the woman if she would object to a video tape being made of

her working with h:er two children she said that her husband would

objett. It seems

threatening to th

as long as the woman's work,with'me is not

role of the male ft is all right.

6 3



After th father has been given the booklets I visit the

family again two oi three days later to see if he likes the Unit

and wants to work with it. Host fathers like the TrafficAccidents.--

Unit because it has lots of diagrams and charts. Then T will go

through the material with him - he with the booklet in/his own

language and I with the English version. I try at this stage to

make him aware of the_knowledge I have of his child. Because I

work with thp children and observe them I have a good idea how

they operate in the clasarcom and what kind of difficulties they

wilLencOunter. The father and I.discuss the possibilities of the

Unit - for example, traffic Accidents.

"

If we arg talking about the parts of a car, the father

may be able io explain the brake system of a cdr to his child

better than 1 can. SoMetimes if we are discussing a graph or

chart in the Unit I tell him that the child won't be able to

understand it and ask him to explain it. He may write down the

explanation.

The father takes the materials initially, and decides if

he wants to pr' ceel, but do not assume that/he will be doing all

the work. Sometimes he will delegate Work to his wife. He may he/

at work when th child comes home from school and the ther will

supervise one or two pages of work on the Unit. Th mother has a

good idea of what is going on even if she can't speak or write

Englishrbescause she will get the child to'read to her so she is

6
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i sure he has done what the ather wanted. This is good because she

has much 'nigher standards t an we, and she will tell the child if

his work isn't neat. Father:will check with the mother on the

'w,Ork when he comes home. If the activities require the child to
(

listen to thelyza,mother may only be asked to see that the

prograthit on and the father cheeks on the actiyity with the

child.

Whe'ç I come, perhaps at the weekend, there may be uestions

\from the fath r, or perhaps he has had an idea abouten additional

-..,
/chart or list the 'child can make. I encourage thig,initiative from

the parents. Spme imes other parents become interested because the

, . .

father takes the book to the factory, RS the.only time he has

available to prepare the materialg'is during his night shift.

Usually there are other parents there who have chilireil at our
r. \ .

.. ,

school and theY:becothe interested. They may-ask the father about-
r.. ..- :

me: "How is she? What is she like?", *id thefather says: "Well,
,

she is all right. She drinks coffee, ihe-Riairs with the tOddler,

she likes our food and she even sits on the carpet:" I-am not seen

aS a threatening figure and so mother, father and'child are happy
'

to have Me/ihere. I.am unable to cope with the amount'of int rest

///
that rents show because I often have to arrange these lessons in'

own time because of parentshift work. For this reasoil encourage

the parents to work independentlY of.me and visit them less

frequently, or talk over the telephone once they are used to

working with the Units. I.can only work with six families at a

time. 6 5
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Parents are delighted to find that .the English and

mother tongue.booklets have the same content dh the same page.

It gives them a great sense of security. Sometimes after they have.

worked through two or three Unite with their child they go to the

.library.aod get a boolein their own language and the same book in

English and they compare. The translation is often not page for

page, Put they have become confident in the use of that kind of

material. Often they will get up earlier and go to the library on

their way to work and take both books, to the factory at night.

:Because of their interest it.occurred to me that our library at.

Cbllingwood High School should have the different language versions

of the books side bY side.

I have asked sone of the parents to suggest topics for

future Units. The topics they want vary according to the stage of

independence the parent has achieved in this society. Parents who

feel they can cope with their environment have expressed a desire

for topics in the area of Geography, History, Travel and Reiigion.

Parents whO are less confideht,.who don't speak Engli$h very well,
(

or who have been'in this country only a short time, want ,

. .
. .

utilitarian Units. They want ones-that deal with law, police,

hospitals,.and similar things. It depends On how the father of che

family sees himself.

6 6
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What follows ia a 0 stiorp-answer exchange between s'peaker an

Q. How .do you .cOmmuicate with the parents?,

A. The parents I work. ith are very confident in

own language. Initiall we communicate through

interpreterS, but I couldn work with a father who

knew no English at all. The En6,1sh I use is a basic

broken English, but he will unders d and feel quite

happy that I use it. We do have accesa io interpreters,

_but I-couldn't possibly get one whenever visited.

//audiencd.

Q. -.How do you decide which families you can work with?

A. I ave to decide which child would be the happiest or

least threatened by working with his parents. Sometimes

7' if the father seems violent I don't continue the work
--

as it is obviously not worthwhile. The parents have to

be tolerant and have a degree of confidence in

;

themselves and their ability to tope with Australian-

1

institutions.

Q. Have you struck any problems in this work?

A. One problem has been ,the father who won't allow his

rchild to see a film or go on an excursion,on the grounds
t

that it is not educational. To overcome this on one

occasiol I ,took the slides of the,koala bear and showed,

:them to the.parents. I tried to make them understand

that by seeing the koala on film you could become aware /

ot its qualities - shape, fluffiness of its coat, etc.,

and this could be related to the knowledge of the

6 7
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I.similar qualities of the dog which were already known.

Really I try to make.them conscious of 1)(hat they have

already experienced watching television - that

ihformatiOn is livelier and makes more impact if We

can iee it. 'I would like to.be able to ring

. 0

together in the school the families I workwith so

they could talk together about this kind 14 problem.

Do youFthink you can achieve this?

'A. 1t ia.very difficult because..so many' parents. do shift

work\and often change their shifts. Also, although I

'have gairied,the confidence of the families they are often,-. ,
.shy ih,othersituations. I-would have to bring them
_
together* teutral_ground and for a sPecific purpose 7

for exaMple,tw6"-families.who 'had worked oh the same Unit
0

who would then have a point of contaCt. think it

would have to be dOneavery slowly and..presumably would

not work in all cases.

How do you,cope, 0i,th. the organisation ofmaterial after,

several families are workinglon the one 'unit'?"

A. I organize things so that they are working on different

seciidns. at different times. In this way I ecan breakup
. _

the Resource Kit, but I aIwaya know where it is at any

time. Everybody has,two copies of the booklet - English
-

and mother tongue - eVen if the mother wants one toO.

s 6 8
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The child,,the father and Myself each have
,,

encatraie the father to write on the unit,

little notes_of"things He wants to do or

He may--not see Me for three or four days,

\

a set.ij

scritifAe\

t

to alit. \

So I tell \

him to write questions in the book as-he goes atong:

,Which-language version does the child use?

A. It depends on his proficiency in his mothdr tongue.

If he is not proficient, and the parents know this,

he will use the Englis%, and the parents the mother

tongue 'versi*.
.4 4,A-ft...v. .r...-....-

Q. Would it be popel. ie to make this work part of the

school program, with a number of teachers working

with families?

A. I think it would if it could be incorporated into'

the workload of the teacher. The teecher-could have

four or five hours a week set;Aside to vi.i.t-families

during school hours. We may achieve at

Collingwood ne)tt year as it seems to be one way of

getting parents to lelate:meaningfully to the work o

the 'School. Parent-teacher nights bring parentsN,

tetether hut their bright ideas received at these

.meetingS tend not to be followed up. _One oethe

functions'of_our home-group teacher scheme is to

establish a relationship with the families of the

children.

6 9
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,

Q. Have you thought of using taped materiale i)ith thesp

families?

A. If,you have a grandmother or aUnt in the house you

don't teally need that oral stimulation. If the

grandmbthers can read Little Bear to the small children

in ihe family-, then they're getting enormous pleasure

out of being able to help the children again. I've

asked for more stories to be included in the

Multilingual'Units.

Q. Does the work you are doing with families carry over

into the school situation?

A. Most of the children feel very happy that their parents

, I

are intereste enough tb help-them - it gives them a
I

c.
!L

new spect of th .1- parents: Thebbme-groUp teachers
.'.-

say the children settle doWn more seriously to their
1

'work.and.the tea4er feels less defensive with the

family tIzan bef6re Several students have si'ontarreously

said that they,iike pursuing their own interests and

.learning at their own rate with the Units.

7 0
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.

kwi: L:trcat PrimOrb.

\ \
I began to use the materials in a desperate situation about,

two\,years ago. I had some big Turkish boys who behaved at a four,.

/

five ah six year oid lev ielbecause ti-falt was the level.nf.their
/

/

Their self-esteem waS low and jr was reflected
/

anguage

n theit behalkour and the withdrawal siniation, teching them

E gli8Win a forma setting, did nOthing to enhance their self-
.)

\
\\

I knew the Multilingyi,1 materials were pitched a lower,
N

seco dary level, b!..q I thought it: l*ht..be woiba try to help theSe
v

.

,dele'le:! dnd twelve year ole. children. The impact of ''Swng something

that looked like school Work, and offered them ..ioMe real Jearning,:
/

was in0.edibje. Some of them didn't read very well in theii: own

language so they would .ask the help of an older childiAll the
7---'

.

// o
chi,fdren wno coild read their own language operated *.ndependently

///or '...ogethei with other children and they impr)ved eir,teading
, .

.

.. ,

'skills in their own language.

,One result of the work wa he ifite est they showed in

each c;thei s languages. They recognized the pictures as the sau.:e

as intheir own books and T.ould look at the other texts and say:

that.how you wrire it in Turkish, or Yugcslav?" -It became

legitimate in our school to s'peak the language ynn prefi;r and ,to

read in the language you prfer.

7 1
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:

,

n child who coulad the English and then

,look at the sam thtng in Greek increased his'4preciation and

respect for the m,r1r4

We made signs in Sther languages, such as "Please wash
. _ :. ... _ _, , ,.

your hands." and put t em u in the.s.717atI.think tab.-change in

1
.attitudewas the biggest'breakthrough apart from the fact that it

was an'answer to a ver1 real need in,individual children at the

time.

It fostered he attitude that sp aking another. language

. _
is acceptable, somethi g to be resgecte nd envied. I hope

eventually. Austfalian children-01i actually start to learn Greek,
. -

.or a language of thei choice.

MIEKE'SMID Fitzro High School

At Fitzroy igh School the Multilingu'al Unit 'Animal

m&lies is used with new atrivals on an experimental basis.

I run the Special English group and there is a wide age

range (11 7 18), and also a great difference in the students'
/ -

level.of literacy in the own language. .I use Animal Families

in conjunction with the course provided by t'he Melbourne ZOo

Edpeation Serviee. My aim is to draw 'the children out of

themselves and get thm speaking English. The Unit prove6
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difficult with children who are semi-literate in their
;

so its use to students who are literate.

dilected towards language,teaching.

chapter in their own langUage, then

My usgof the Unit is

The studenta'read it chapter,by

we discuss it in English'.--This

understanding of English. After discussion the

own language,

i

is a great help in develdping their-

an account of each section in their own words.

The

-.oral_ skills.1,

instinct.and

of instinct,!

students can give

main benefit of the Unit has been the development of

One.chipter. which pro4ed useful was the_one on
-

learning. Those who did not undgrstand-the concept

le0.,.74ed ndt only-the concept, but how to expresi it

. -

in both English end-their own language. I feel the Multilingual

Units are ideal to take peopie truly bilinguraithey want to use this

Opportunity.

Lfound the slides,were very excit.i.:.g and stiMulated

the, children tO talk. Thoke on tho Sea horse took ns into the

area.of Geography, since they'provided an opportunity to 'talk

about-oceans.

.1 plan- t-Ouse the Melbonrne Unit next as it should be

of use to.my studentatas yeor _When I took them on a shopping.
,

.trip before Christmas I found hat although they-live close to the'

city in Fitzroy-, some of the0 had neirer been into fawn before. -

7 3
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It will fit in vith my. 'survival program which includes learning

'how to use the Fhone book, how to read street.maps, use. 15-anting,_

facilities and so. on. The Eelbourne Unit should also provide

interesting histbrical background.

k

\ tl.

\HEATHER WORTH Westat High Sdhool

\ .
.

\ three months ago, our principal invited' Marta Rado to the

seiRol to talk to interested staff about the Multilingual Units she

had produced.

i;

At this time we were very thort-staffed, particular y

in teache s of Migrant English. Many students from South America,
. \ ,

With littl ci.t. no English, had to sit in subjeCt leptons such as
----7

History, ScienCeiQeography or French, understanding nothing, and
V -

just wastitg heir time.

.0n lea ing aboUt the Multilingual Project, I felt

\

tremendously enthusiastic and hoped these students would be able

to work on the units by themselves during these lessons, as the

assignments would be telf-explanatory in their own language.

I chote the Unit 'Myths ,of the Australian Aborigines'

as I hoped it woulegive these students some background information

about Australia./
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When Liit oduced theproject, the students Were thrilled,

s

as iit was the firsttime

anithing they could read

,

* school in Australia they ha received

--\-

in thelr own language, and fully
, N .

\

N,:
\

1

i

ereTwo One-hour periods i illocated for the

\ .

Project, in which students Were allowed.to work O-ti'zthg,tylit in any

\
\ -week.
\

,..
.

.

.

.

--:7-
_..-

way theY liked; In all, about 30 students were,given

the majority being Spanish-speaking, with a few Turkish, Greek and

Italian.

t sugge t d they should keep all th4rW7nrr-together.4 n

a-folder showing ach section to me as it as completed. However,

I later realized khat these student needed more careful'

supervision and guipiance. Th needed to be shown, step by step,

what standard was e and if possible shown an example.of

completed work,to cate what I expecteefrom.them:

Wheri our.staffliosition improved, I wat able to

.withdraw Aew students from classes, and givetheirmore_individual

attention.

As I was also using the material for teaching English as

a second language, I designed some additional exercises and

dialogues and these were found useful by the other,migrant teacher.:

These materials facilitated verbal exchange in English, since one ,

7 5
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\
REPORTS ON WORKSHOP, S SSIONS

The following is a coMbined report on he sma

workshop groups which discusS .the .elassroom use ind,Iividual

Multilingual Project Units. These groups were inoral and

lively,discussion resulted in the exchange of ma0 id a and

experiences.

One focus of group discussion was the use of,I tapes
.

J

to extend and enliven the written and activtty wOrk.ofi the
i

1

.

materials. Two types of tapes were discussed - prepared tapes to '

1

introduce a topic and assist insmotivation, and tapes Which the

students could make themselves. The latter cdtild incli.ide the

taping of discussion in difterent languages, reading of sect

of the unic by different students,'taping of appropriate sounds,

animal sounds for the Animal4amilies Unit, or. dramatisation?
.

T

of some incident related to the work of the unit.

!

;

One gr lap,,,Aade an experimental tape intended to

introduce.and provoke diacussiihOilt-4iaffic'Accidents. It

reproduced a dialogue between two drivers involved in

accident. The tape, as well 'as using the appropriate colloquial

language, was intended to Introduce the notion that drivers in

this situation are required to exchange certain information. The

'playing of this tape/produced a.,..greateal-of comment, and raised
\ ,

7 7
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questions abou* the kind of language to be used in dialogue.°

There were many suggestions for,extending the work of

the.units - excursionS to some of, MelBournes Parks and Gardens

while doing the Melltrne 'unit, and visits to supermarkets to add

to the valueo:f the Buying Unit. Other activities suggested were

dramatisation, and the collection of 'pictures and other

illdstrative material for classroom display.

There wassome discussion about the form Of questions

and answers in the Units.. All uLits use self-correoting

'mUltiple-choice typ questions in order to cope with situations I

4

where student-teach r communication is minimal. This technique'
'I

does liMit the poss ble ansWers that a student may make', and 'unis.

also include some o nended questions. Some ofthese are answered

by providing several poSsible alternatives in the answr- \\

Others are left

and discussion. Thii raises the question of how students with

limited English are to participate in discussion. While discussion

unanwered with the intention of provoking thought

,

between students and teachers; and among students themselves is

always valuable,.it is particularly important to encourage it in

this case, with ethnic classmates or with older students-speaking

the same language.

z------Some resource kits include games which test and extend

' the concepts and ideas in Ehe-tinits These stimulate interest

rl
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4.

. . _

and proVide an opOortunity fdr interaction and co-operation

betweenstudents.. A number of games were displayed and their

potentlial as resources for the classroom discussed.

f

Another outcome of the workshOp.discussion was the

value placed on co-operation with other teachers -.especially whet-

the unit seemed to indicate a bias towards a particular subject.

The Animal Families Unit has been,used successfully in Science

upgrams. The Traffic Accidents Unit could be of interest to

Mathematics teachers since it includes work with percentages,

graphs, tables and statistics. Further co-operation betveen

teachers on an inter-school basis was

11

sharing both ideas and materials.

suggested with a view to

'11
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BILINGUALS AND MONOLINGUALS LEARNING TOGETHER,

Janice 4ffin Academy of Mary Immaculate

Clive
,4

Killgs ..Ruaiden State College
:j

In 1975'we co-operate&in introducing the MilltIlingual

Project Unit Animal Families tolunior forms at the Academy of

Mary Immaculate. The followinOs a-report of cur experience in

the form of-a.dialogue.

its

4y

k

kr,
in<

CLIVE: rGenerally in discussion on classroom management we

assume good management to:be dependent on gord decisions;
Lie

that is decisions which cf.111 assure effecti e student

learning.

gt

Janite and I ;Alf conduct a dialogue within a frame-

work of decision-makinf I have prepared. This will involve

her use of the Multili ual materials at thettdaemy of Mary

Jo is the\school's mi rant teacher, °Immaculate. Janice,

introduCed the Unit. A,tmal Famili into the SctAhnce Course.

at Form One level fo one terM (over a4Priod thi'ee

months), with the co

team-work basis.

!

Operation of pie Scienc teacher, on a. .

want to e the ideas/expressed are
1

.....

I



not intended as-answers to any particular management

problems in a particular classroom. However, you may

0

find that our procedure contains useful ideas or ways .

of looking at problems. In teaching any program the
:s?

teacher generally assumes the role of decision maker.

Discussions on he5W4 or what to teach or in what order,

are unique to each situation. It is the framework,that

is important.

materials-to the Academ)kw exA ined the. overall

Before introducing the Mult lingual Project

i.7
situation and then wdiked out/ a more detailed plan.

Our decisio-Making and management were influenced by-
--

7-
information we gathered about all aspects'of'school

functioning, and knowledge o the studefits, teachers

and parents.

.JANICE It is better to wait until you really know your

students_llefore-using the materia . Becausf of my

enthusiasm 'tried the COmmuni ions Unit Fith a

I

second him last year, withoUt any real organisation,
:

trying to develop as we'went alongl_The-atteMPt fell,

flat.on its lace-and-W:eab-andoned it This time,

/
7

I

partly because we p:anned.with a knoWledge of the

chtldren and their language problems in.mind, we made

:8 1



FromKthe major question of knowing the students.,

extends a series of other questions. :These 'concern ,the
,

students' ages, how long they have-.lived in Australia.,
! /

what languag0 they. speak., etc-.

JANICE: At the Academy we use the Animal Families Unit
-7

in Form One. So the girls p.re 1,1, 12 and 13 years old

Most speak Italian at home; but we also have Latvian,

Spanieh,. Tugoslav and. a 'few Arabic 'and Greelc speakers.,
.1

1-
1 .Very few pf them read very much in their min language..

1-.
%,

,.
I,

...
All of thI e students study Fren h and Italian Snd.the

I

,

Italian girls do verywell in .Italian.. The. English-

speakingi girls dOn ' t do well at. all . On the 'other hand
. . ,.1

i

.the Angln .girls (this is a. tefm I beCarde used tcy while.,
1

.

teaching in the United States) gad.bettet. in French.

This miht be dge-,Z67:their home baCkground,

the*method of teaching.

V

/ With respe to th.ct e girls' En Oglislanguage skills ,.

dry sieen to have equal "cOmpetencies- in speaking.' Ohen
\

yoti, listen tO them you can't tell then apart. But thei

g1r4 of Italian background haVe difficUlty-Vithfeadi

'16



CLI VE : I think'it would only be iait to say we hpve

statistic l eVidenge for the Comments Janice haa made.

,about competencies An French and Italian classee.

Before introducing materials that depart from

traditional teaching methods, the gc;eral teaching

situation in a school has to "-a rPrsessed and any
-

innovative procedures have to he introduced wifh
-

planning and care. What is the teaching situation at

the Academy, Janice?

JANYCE: Most of our students are ta-ught in a.tradition

manner. They sit in rows Most of the time-and the_---
---

A

classroom is teacher-centred. The teacher talks and

the students listen. I found that.when Itried the /-

J.

COmmpnicatiOns Uixit last yer it,was not teather.,.6 tree

pt all.and they couldn't handle it veryWell. in'his

case we did moVeaway.from:teadher-cantred 'lesson t
.

L,
great deal, but it was very gradual. She girls were ---

guided towards making their owt decisions about what they'
7

'learned ard how they learned it,

Since the materials are babed op the principle of

4

sma 1 1 proup work, it is important to.'tak the number of

45.11.1ai
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students and the manner of such:grouping into consideration.

JANICE: --There w,Le 112 tudents and they were all involvd in
.

the MUltilitigual,PrOject. They were ili.habetically

Assigned into three Form One classes. In each class there

was a mixture of. Anglos, Italians,.etc. We decided,°one

for management purposes, and two for research FurpoSes,

to grOup the girls into three groups within eacla

-The blue group were all Anglos - they had always spoken

English. This meant they migh.t be ofrAngio-Indian,

Scottish or Australian background. The green group were

all migrant girls who spoke another language at home.

Both blue and green groups.had their booklets in English

-

only. The red group, the control group, were Mostly

Italian, but there was one Greek'girl. and abOut four

Arabic apeakera. This last group had the bilingual thateiials.
.

\

Everyone in the. Form One classes had the Animal

0

Families Unit in English. Only the_red group girls had it-

in. English and their home language.. In the green-group.

were several Spanish speakers, as we were unable to give

them a. Spanish Animall7Famil4 ee-Unft:* ;7We-1-hal:rem -Mit.

*At that tiMe the SpaniSh version of Animal Families was not
available. I
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would allow Ls tc compare the performance of Migrants

with and without non-English materials. We-,..found out quite

a lot of.interesting things, but also we found quite a few

difficulties were involved. kyll eXplair nowIthe,problems

involved and why I would not arrange groups this way

again.

The'girls in tne red group uToteiout their assignments

in the two languages but they would not speak'Italian'in

athool, or have their lessons in Itallan./They felt
t

intimiated'because everybocry else used EngliSh all th4 time

and they were'the odd onea, and felt a bit shy abodt it.

//

Next year I will-giVe biling,ai units to all.the 'students -

/ .

AngioS indiUded. At otir School sail the g7ls study French
,

NNsnOtalian, so altho gh the Anglo gir are not veryl
.

proficient in I94an yet, they mig t be encouraged to form

// .,

,

all sorts of/ ,little reading grou? or classroom alliances

with thOtalian girls. The Italian girls wOuld be able to
/

. /
read/ to them.

QUESTION FROM AUbIENCE:. 'What nationalities were involved in

the-green group?

JANICE: There were Spanish,,German, Lativian And some Italian.

)I(8 7.
0



CLIVE: I think it was very interestinvhow the 4dience teacher,

.110, Armstrong, forined and generated the-,'.grOUps. WOuld

you like to describe this, Janic0.

JANICE: Within each Form One c..ass there were all sort fed

su--groupings. The Science, teacher set up a program in.
,

.

,
.

:which:each grOup within each, classroom elected a group
,

leader and a recorder who tobk down nOtes during
\

\

discussions. .They elected theii- group leadevi an! y

they chose -by group consensithy sedret ila/lot, or by

raisig hands. The grouileadereA4ere drawn out (It ilte

classroom every fortnight to help with decieion-making.

We tried to set up a model which iuvolvec .the

much as possible in the decision-making. At.the grouy

meetings either myself or Mrs. Arms :ong\qett,nreseqt..

We heard thestlForm One students aking about. hrwto
L

include everybpdy in a particular ativit and how to
1

design activities so that everybody could. be included.

Essentially the girls were doing what I try to de) at .4ght

when I pla7. wy lessons. They discussed particular

students, for example: "What are we going to-:io about

her?, She makeS noise, but.she also has good ifle,s."

The girls also .decided how they would 4tilise the materials,

-who was going to be.the readtr the next day, and. So forth.



There was a difficulty with the.election of group

leader. There was a tendency fc the students to pick the
--

so-called 'brain' of the grpup or.the one that.always

gets the role of teacher's helper. Next time I would try

4104
,

o start a model of.rotating leadership, so that everyone

has a chance to be leader.

To choOse the composition of the groups I sat down

with all.rhe Fo'rm One teachers ancrassesSed every child's

performarce. We did this so the group's would,be matChed

- :

in some ...ay in'terms of performance. We set up a rule at

the beginnlng of the year that theY were not to Work with

an:e'.Ay outside this group.7 We told fhem the reason,

that it would destroy the po f ou.7 research, and they-

were Willing to accept this. .SJme girl:a became disgruntled

with some activities and wanted to join other groups. Some

wanted to join a group working bilingually.

CLIVE:- I would like to make it.clear thatthe girls didn't

work all the time i the large 8-14.sized group. They set

off in twos or threes or individually.
-

Another problem-in_organising a pic5.1e-ct that-af.

assessment. How did you handle this, Janice?

8 7



JANICE: We-tried to develop methods of assessment. One was

that we required that they kept a notebook tor written work

which was handed in and marked. In it they answered questions,

kept notes:and compiled a dictionary in the.back. MUCh of the

work was self-corrected-because they were able to refer to the

answers tn the back of the'Animal Families booklet. The

leaders and recorders took responsibility for correcting:work.

Usually it was just a. matter of checking answers against the

- correction guide, They would Writelittle comments on the

notebooks the way the' teachers (10, Like: "Mind your

punctuation", etc. A great deal f time was also spent

discpasing the written and spoken work of students..

CLIVE: Another significant prOblem for the ..teacher!')f
.!

units is his or her competence.to deal with the languz,:.f,.

How did ybu,cope with this problem?

JANICE: At our school oot. of 33 staff, half is non-Australian

and speaks another language. We have two Italians on the
_

staff, aod I can,speak Italian and some Spanish. We'have

Polish., Chinese and- AraEic speakers. We also used students

from upPer'forms t6 help mark tests.and translate questionnaires.
a

b8



CLIVE: An obvious question is: "HoOamiliar.am with this.

material?" If you don't know your Material well/before you

start,, then it is hardly likely you can manage t in the

1

classroom.

JANICE: It is obvious that you must know the Un t to devise

-some sort of lesson plan to )tart with.

CLIVE: Another question: "How d -I teach?

change my role in the classroom?", r

o I heed-to

1'

- !
.

J4NICE: Tc Irk extent we did change our.role. I have

- ,

mentioned that in using the Unit we depaited gradually

1

from our Usual teacher:.centred clasSroo

7

. Mrs. Armstrong,

Clive and myself were always Mwing from group to group

0
during:Science classes. But when they Lere doing their

i

i

assignments:having arguMents or planning pomething, e

.kept Out of it. There were litits to iour inliOlvement,
1

because part of the lesson was to lea/m to make?decisions

and then stick to them.. HOWever, itiwas important that

we were ih du classroom.
II

8 9
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CLIVE: You mentioned the problem associated with the choice

/ of group leader and your decision that another time you

would try.to introduce rotating leadership. Are there any

other things you would notodo, or do differently, on arother

occasion?

JANICE: Yes. I made the mistake of inviting too many visitors.

We were-, all so excited abouZ: doing soLething different, that

we,had people from the University, Melbonrne State CoL.lege,

and students, coming to watch the program. Thc girls finally

became so intimidated ehat they clammed up. PeoPle walked

in, and instead of sitting unobtrusively in the baCk of the

classroom,-vould become involved in the digcussion. The

girlt didn't like it, and they told me this, although they

Tdidn't like to be rude to the people. On the one hand they

felt very impbrtant, Laving.visitors coming in and wanting

to see them, but it also made them self-conscious and this

had a detrimental effect on the program.

cLIVE: So Je have tallJed about'using'the materials- in

convencional terms. Wht. vher activi tes did the/girls do

apart from reading, wtaiing and discussion?

I.
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WANIOn They used.the activities suggested in the resource.

\ kit aS a basis for deSigning plizzles and games of their own.

I

\ They inade fish mobiles and- they deamatised the salmon
.\

I
c:.

. ,.

r

\ swi ing. upstream-to 'lay its eggs. Sister plary came'in to

find femAle salmon laying eggs in various corners ofthe

room, and male salmon fertilizing all over the place..

'One little girl wrote a:poem:

The saZmon's a fish that swims upstream

To lay their eggs and spray them with cream.

It was t e most painless sex education that I have ever,

seen.

ao/t/The work wao cOntinued in art classes and their home

ivities sessions. We also went to Healesville Sanctuary.

e projert was run for whole term .nine to ten weeks

with two fifty minute periods a week And the.girls said

they dien't have enough time to do everything.

Finally we had'an Animal Families Day on which an,

exhibition was set up for parehts and the rest of the school

They'displayed their book work and art wcirk and they dressed

up in animal costumes and did rlays, skits and drama. One

Skychooks and sang nmu is not a

dirty wore; It was Interesting to wat,ch how they tried to

observe animal movements.so they could. ,imitate them.

9 /

group called themselves
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CLIVE: One management.prob_lem-whi-oh, we should ment

,the- ctAttltue of other teaChers to migrants ana4D:lingual

'or multilingual materials. How, do you get on the side of

the principal? How o you gain the ,co,-oPeretiho .r

teachers? How do you get funds to cover the cc

materials if this is necessary?

JANICE: 'I found that at least forty per cent of the work was

getqng the Materials into the school. I am the first'

migrant teacher in the school and I found wheh I suggested

using the MUltilihgUal Units last year, the staff Were

.mistrustful and suspitious. It was like a wall doming dOwh.

Finally I organised things first and went to the Principal

and the Deputy Principal, of whom one is the Science course

co-ordinator. I said: 'Look at the materiala I haVe, all

the'tapes, and planned lessons". I pregented it e.s tbough it

was.already done, and since it looked as if I 'chew what,I was

doing I was able to get agreement. Because the fact that

students would be learning in languages otherthan English

aroused suspicion, I prepared little:;speeches for staff

meetings eXplaining that the students were not going to.lose
_

their English, quite le contrary. I also said it would

ptovide an opportunity to involve parents in school work.
.

Once it Was orsanised

f.thaachool and othe

nd placed before the admiAstration

teachers, in aL.nrganieed faf.m,

9 2
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rather than as a bright idea, they accepted.it. I doii!.'t

want tO imply that I conned them into Usint_it. I

presented whatever positive evidence there was in an -
organised plan for introducing it to the school.

Although the topicifits in with the curriculum and the

work only lasts efight weeks; it had to be done this way

in my particular Case.. If Iliad asked everybody's opinion\

of it first Iyetda have been met with suspiLion, because,

. of the uweertainty of,;embarking on something which o y

An obvious strategy is to develop your allies. The

Science teacher. was very much in favour of it, she Was even
\

- I

willing to throw out her seco d term syllabus in favour of

it, o obviously I made lots of plans with her.

'

CLIVE: After you had worked on the Animal Families Unit for

1

a term what effect did that have on staff attitudes and on

the school in general?

I

JAP .7E: I was able to say to the staff: "Come down to the

hall andsee what the girls have \done." When they came and

saw the notebooks written in twO languages, t'e giris in

:costumes, and a lot of fun and happy things they felt quite

9 3
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i / ..,.
i /
7
/
/

different from how they/had felt.when ., as a new teacher,

'i
iy....esented them with aew idea, a year$reviously.

Definitely mOre peolyle would support menow.

/

,.,.
".

11

t\
/

. /
,

\It

/ );

I have aliea4yillentioned7the'effek:t on the girls of

/ /...'

-Lvozking in groUpsrand making.some of th4r own decisions.

They liked t.his,grourwer.kLay-welI it has:been continued
'------4...- :1

.,
.

,.........
.,

, ..,

this term-in Science classes ,in astronomy.4 ,------....,_
,

....-

here Was_some influence, too, on tile parents..,

Usually we have very organised parent-teichpr nights

when the parents come to talk to the teachers about the

mid-year repOrt cards. I feel most parents "I find schooV

an alienating place. We invited parents tolour Animal

Families Day and although not ,a great many c0me, those

who did expressed interest in the work. Thei wanted to

know how they could help their daughters. I Issbowed them

the non-English books we halie rezEntly boughtlend

suggested th(- borrow a book to read to LheirIichild and

their'child to read to them.

One child told how her father made her read the

m6thettOngue vers-lon of her-book to him, read it himelf
//

and Jali-70A7-her-4ueSt1ons about it. A number of parents

shOwed interest in the books and talked about the work

with their children.
9 't
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CLIVE: In conclusion I would like to emphasize that we

don't suggest our use of the Multilingual Project

'materials as a model for all schools. The questions I

have posed to Janice need to be asked in each.case.

JANICE: Tbe wbOvith the Animal Families Unit at my school'

-v
was sufficiently sUhpesful for the Principal to,approve

further work with Multitingual Project Units,' I look

-,--fgXwar.d1:6-iising the material again next year.



OTHER ASPECTS OF MIGRANT EDUCATION :

AN ETHNIC LIBiARY

Margaret ;Dear Flemington Primary School

We have started:an ethnic library,at Elem.4Mgton,Primary

\\

:School using a migrant demouaable classroOm from.the Coimmonwealth

Cvernment. It is particularly suited-to use,as a iibraty betaUge-
N,

,

it idNseparate from the main building and on the min pathwa

--!which gives,parents and children access to the %et/pool.

We set uPa library with che hope that providirm-booke
, .

:N\
in ethnic languages.would,encourage in49 ent on the part of

. .,

.
. ,

Migrant parents. At the timeNi4e-started the library. the more

usual forms'of apPeal had met withNno response, arta the only :-..

N.
. 1"

parental inVolvement was a handful of Australian mothers.
,,,, ,

, The school has.324 children, 146: of mkgrant bickgrOund..:

Of these 89 are Creek, 6 Turkieh, 7 Yugoslav and 22 ttalian..

/

OLIf l Committee gave us $300 of which we were'only/

able to.spend $165, owin o the limited range of books available/.\

/. \''

We began with fairy.stories becau we Pleught everyOne.wouldl

know them. At the start of_ the program t children were'very

frn, t.4ey helpe'dis with ithe stamping'of the bo s and writi

the word 'Language' in eveiylpoOk. We expected. A



in Olis and the children have responded by taking very goo-d.tare

6f the:..books.

However_ the use of the books developed gradually. The

Greekchildren tan usually read.fluently. We have7nn1yone_____
.

child-who reads'Italian. At first some of.the thildren wouldn't

'borrow the books because they didn't feel competent to read 'in

their own language. We suggested that their motners might read

'the. stor.to them. This fitted in with.our initial aim of -,

getting parental involvement. Now we,have mothers, fathers and

grandmothers taking booka to read to their children. Some Of ihe

'Greek girls who can't read Are taking books home for their

filOthers to read to them. .:For soMe, this: ii the first time their

parents-have read to thet since they have been in Australia.

Sometimes Greek children rea&-stories.in Greek to other children

in the library.

The organisation of the library is very informal. We

didn't advertise it in any way, beyond telling the 62 children

::with whom We are directly involved. Each child has his'own card

:and all the cards.are arranged in a box in grades. The children

write. dlown,the titles they.btrrow on their card,: With the date

Aiotr6wed and the date to be returned. If they,4a.re able they find'

their Own oard.ane'the book they want, and wecheck them. The

individual Card is important to the children as they like to see'

the-list of books they have read. Last week we ran out of cards
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9.2

put the names on paper. The children regarded this as

: luite satisfactory. The library:is open from 3:15 to 3:45

'every-4a and-gb-fr-loe4lave_had. fantastic response. I estimate

that 150 hildren are using the library.

7 I

e result of our, ethnic library has, been a demand for

'3ooks from A stralian children. Because we have a great many of the

MCDorald Star ers, Dick BrUna books, 'DDT. Seuss books and Golden

.books we are ble to provide for weaker readers aong the Australian

children. Som of them have asked.ug to teach them to read, and

some of their grant friends have asked on their behalf. -In this

way our library 1as involved us withfthe whole school.

The rea on why children are borroiang froth us in

preference to the iin librarY is partly our separate building.

The:library in the ain building is closed off and-1L:L accessible.

7
Alsoour way of borr7ing is less formal. We haVe nb expeotations

about what a child shOuld read and we'don't make judgetents about..

:the kinds of books children borrow.

(IlESTION.FROM'AUDIENCE: When you presented these resources.to the

Children did.you expect theM, to use them immediately or were you

preparedjor A slow response initially?

ANSWER: Our main aim-was co inyolve parents. We knew most parents.

9 8
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'work and so don't_ have much time with the children. Also we

*new the children Watched televisiOn a lot and we wanted.to

give them the possibility of reading their- Own language_in a

vay thatHwould involve their parents. Our ethnic library

_seemed to'fill these requirements.

9 9

S.



OTHER ASPECTS OF, MIGRANT. EDUCATION :

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION: SOCIAL EDUCATION MATERIALS PROJECT

John McArthli*
,

Until recently the "Official" viewpoint.has been that
./,/

Australia was a homalOneous soCiety. There is no7a. a growing

_
0

awareness that thIV"aditingiaut" theoryLdoes-no,t,tmulygpresent

the:SituatiOn. Mirtin (1970 states.that,-within.the Australian

context:

Sinc -1972this pluralism has become mginifest
4ha Acknowldgement,that..we Are nclt A
hoM4ieheous commu'ity hai leapt or seeped

almost every corner.of our society (p. 1

4

' f

Given that thereis this inc easing tecoghition of Australia being;

a multicultural snciety, iis paper will explore the iMplications

forcurricu1nm, particularly in relationto theSocial Education

Materials Project (SEMP)..

When 'empirical data is examined, there should be little
-

/debate as to whether Australia is.a multiCultural society. .The

1

1971 census figures show that people born in at least seventy

other countries are now resident here, .ana-that approximately one

in:four people were either 'born overseas or born of parents who

were. Since 1972, Mr. Al: Grassby, the former Minister .for

100
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..Immigration, and subsequently:Commissioner for Community:Relations,
.

9
has.called Australia "a -;...amily of natione. hroUgh:his statements

A

and dOCuMents -people are starting-to reconsider their attitudes to

people bornroverseas. However, there are people Who argue ihat a'

I

change toL5 mdlticultural emphasig Will only divide the society,

and ehat w should continue to aim for a policy of assimilation,

Or at leash, integration I woUldargue'to the Contrary, and

agree witti the Schools Commission,Report (1970-wh'iCh s'tates

rthat as-gliailartotriol-ircles_do_not .dissolve-
I cultUral dilferences (p.

There is mach Confusion aboUt terma.sUch as '.pluralfsm'

or!multiethniC', and thia tends::to obscure the basis of cultural
t

prOgraMS - that of establishing a sense of ldeutity fOr the:

I
indivildual. Teaching programs tend to lOok at "them" and then

I

withdraw to a neat AngloAustralian sitUa"tion, without studying

factor rs that Affect the values held in a particular sciciety.
. .

-

TOr/example, teachers often study the AborAgines for three weeks,

withOut studying the values of that socieEyand relating theSe to

I

va/lues-held by the students.

it

If one takes the liewpoint that Australia Is A

:!multicultural society, then the followinedefinition by Banks-

(1973) provides,a basis fordiscussioo:

as.
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an open soCiety '0 which individua s are able'
tO takelll advantage of.the soc al, economic
and eduCational advantages of a ociety,iand

/
.

yet.araable. to maintain their nique ethnic
identit/ies. and allegiances . 211-2).

/ !

In thiS SOcieiy-, which BankS .1-0brs

society", the/individual is able to

as a "culturally plural

exiat within' two culE4res,

,and will prObably adapt to feature4 of each culture.,-/As,one

Greek recently commented:% "When I am with Greeks I.feel more

Australian, and when I am with 1Australians I feel more Greek."
.

/

There seem
,

'multiculturalism

`2, =

to be t.hree major cOmponents...in AiscUssing__

equali/ ty of opportunity, CulEural diversity

and: mutual toleranc4 Thgse components ate to be (gund in the'.

-Banks definition' and assume greater importance_when looking at
.1

/ .

designs pf multicultural.. curricula. Ifedutaiidtial institutions

can plat4 programs which incorporate the majdr components, then/

such institutions are well towards achieving a true reflection o

the society- "eality of opportunity" 2nd "Cultural 'diversity"

being important oharacteristics of programs f r ethnic or migrant'

children, and "utual tolerance" and a s5tvathetic approach -to

"cultural diversity" being important for, all children.

/

During the 1950s and 1960s the aim Of the Australian

0 / ,..

soCiety was!tOwards "Anglo-conformism", and\educational, institutipns_ ,

, .

reflected Migrants Were expected to onform to t is
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'Y

be 4.41,.e.e.,asful,

/7
i

1475o longer

lticuItur4ism?"',

,,schnois, educe

s! colleges to d

ude/of our socie

/

of Life". Howhver, Eh ideal of,,"Anglo-conformism"

as ultural d+ersity still. exists.

A
,4

e es the qurtion as-"Should we tea ch

ut ."HoW we? '. How do we encourage

ion/d4ar0neniisi, cilfriculum projects and

ve4iprogram4which reflect the change ini
/--

/
The Schoo s Commi/ssion through its innovations and

/
disedvantaged sgh ols gFants has set.4 structures by which

change ig pOssi , and/the Curriculum Development Centre has

Howemer, these are minor contributions, in afunded our t
-

very large a

-multicultu

, migrant

/
compfex:area.- There are two aspects of

/
01 education. The first one is to meet the needs of

hildrenfthrough appropriate language and Cultural 'programa;

and t second,Ito Meet the needs of all children by developing a
;

curr dUluththatireflects the nature of the society in which we

The relevance, of.multitultural eduCation doge net, therefore,

epend on the number of migrafit.childien,in the schdol. The

Schools ssion states:

:that the multicultural reality of the Australian
society. needs to be reflected in the school
curricula. While these changes are particularly
imOortant to under=gird the self-esteem of

-migrant children; they also have application for
all Australian children growing up in a society
which could 4 greatly enriched through a wider
sharing in the variety of cultural heritage now
present in it (p. 124).

103
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It c.ould be argued that education, like religion with

Ia manychurches, should encourage the establishment of ethnic
./

schools, which could then study in depth a group's culture and

language, .However, this_approach could be divisive, since groups
1

:would-be receiving a narrow perspective, and the second aspect of
0

.

multiculturalism would not be 6atisfiect, i.e. the development of

a curriculum that reflects the nature of the society In which we

live.

Banks criticizes many,current Americ-an programs in

ethnic studies in that they concentra*te Ilmost exclusivelY on the

ethnic minority. For exaMple, black studies programs re
\

-developed for a predominantly negrO_Arsa. __He-argues-that these

programs
\

are basei on the intellectually indefensible
assumption that only ethnic minorities need
to study ethnic Minority history and, culture
(p. 108).

'One Must agree with Banks when he Contends that

6

all students...need to develop'a minimal
level of ethnic literacy and to understand
the role of ethnicity in American Life
(p. 109).

His point is that It is not only necessary for negro students to

-1"lave a knowledge of Negro history for their self-image, but that

all American students must be aware of the Afro-American perspecti-Ve.
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In the Australian context
i8

too often the question is

asked: :What about us Aussies?" whet migrant children seem to be

advantaged. Matheson calls this the " ndignant: Aussie syndrome"

(p. li) and.it is often,irelated io an "6 G" cowlick. "00G" (one's

own group) is the fierce ethnocentrism whilt 6Onsistently devalues

any group different from US., He argues that it it, important for

the dominant group to understand the diverity of our community, as

well as having specific prograbs in'schools with a high migrant

population.. If curriculum programs do not reflect this diversity,

then the dominant group may.well be theone that is ventually,..

di advantaged, by not underatanding such diversity.

'This argument is not a criticism of the first'asp ct

outlined bythe Schools Commission. It is important ehat sch ols

develop programs that suit the enviionment, provided that it su ts

all students in that school. If not,.group rivalries.may arise

and be very damaging to otherwise worthwhile projects. As

Stenhouse (1974) states, "all schools (and classrooms) are different".

(p 16),,therefore schools must be encouraged to develop a curriCulUm

to encompass the needs of the school population; Projects, like

SEMP, can'only'provide the basis for developolent of school programs..

SEW IS a project, funded by the Curriculum DevelopmentCentre (CDC)

in Canberra. There are eight teams of three teachers each

throughout Australia working it? an area of social education.



The two ctorian t.eams are "Urbatilse an0 "Racial. and Ethnic

Re1atiens". Thp projet is of two years'. duration with materials'-

being produce by commer4a1 publishers for distribution 0 1977.

At this stage t e Race and Ethnic Relations (R & E) team are

developing mate on three areas - Aborigines, Ethnic Groups and'

on Papua New Gui

rano of

\

There ar o basic aims of SEAP. One is to producea

materials 0) cater
!I

materiAl

used in English, hi.4to

and for this

I.

for needs felt in Australian schools'

be flexible in nature so that It can be

and,other programa°as well as in social

education,. The seCond aim, r rather TrinciPle, is that community
_ _

a strong factor in the process of matkial"rni.rolvemenr-be

Aoduction.

In contaCting the community the "R.& E" team have

.

concentrated onboth the community concerned, and on the teachers

using-the material. The model &veloped by the team has be_

contact. members of the relevant community at eaCh 'stage of the

process For xarnp.1etli material on the Gmek community Was

researche from Greek- publcations and interviews. These.Were

drawn together and,Sets sent- to Members of the .Greek.commonity,

both in Melbourne and interstate,,for comment and-criticiSm.'. If

criticism is forthcoming the person is asked to.detail this and

to write i commentary on .the section for possible inclusion.

This has proved useful in ironingout anomalies, inconsistencies,

and factual inaccuracies. The revised draft has th n been
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Note:

41t4

The follOWing maiarial
,

.ThieinemannEdUcationa14...

Aboriginea.and EUroPeans

piepaied by SEM', ThIbliehedOby.

. This papk ,focuaes on tbe clash between the Aboriginal

And ,Enropean
,

culgnies and the difficultiei experienced by:":,the::,',
,

- formeras a result'Oit thie.Clash.

The:packtontaineliVe'bookUts'plUva4ape on.!Land.

4 : Rights!.

The booklets Are:

(a) Frontier Politics

Aboriginal Voices,:

- ashiatorical vi'w of the clasii
41

-.

:in Australia wih cOmparisons
and ,c'ontrasts with overseas
eXperiences.

- A. study of living conditions
of Aborigfnes in Amstralia
today. ..

-. focuses p specific case studies
of discrimination against.;
Aboriginal communities.

2 boOklets: .one focusing on
generariaques and one foc
on the "Arukun" Situation in
'Queensland.

-0- a colleetion of poems and
stdiies written by Aborigines.



1.
/

-.a Multiculiirral:SOCiet

Thiri-e rce pack focubes On the nature of the

0

°4uAtra1pin society today and orces which Are shaping. the

7Alatuilof that society. Is the future to be ltiEultural

' SoCiety? The pack includes five boOklets,' ruset.of slides,
6

sn.audio-tape and-several large postrs.:The booklets aie.r

(a) Old Country,

(b) Pew Country;:-.
,

- depicting life in a. Greek
village"of A fictitious ,

4amily..who is propoSing to
Migrate.to

- dePicting the change in the
life style of the. Greelamily

; When theYarriVe in Australia;
.particularly in relatiOn to
identity, changing of values,:

(c) A Melting Pot? .- Looks at the question of thd
futuee of the Australian Society,
as well as a brief consideration
of migration in general and of

, Italian migration in particular.

(d) Towards a New - -Discusses issues such as .

Reality communication, diiceimination,
prejudice, ete.; and,looks at .

the future of Members of ethnic
groups in trade unions, politics.-
The overall theme focuses on the /

1(e) Ethnic Voices

diverse nature of the Auetraliari
society.

A collection of poems and stories
written by students of different
ethaic backgrounds fiord schools
throughout Australia. Illustrations
by students aiso.
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-Different Things io Different People

This.resource pack is aimed at the junior secondary -

levels. If seta out to develop an aNharenetft of the differences

of other things and other people, and to examine the reaeona

behind-Oese differences'. The-padk is veryovisual.and consists o :

(a) .booklets and cards based op general-perceptions And
on such notions as abspicion add enemies, images,
clothing and attitudes.

on "Changing Communities". a set of activity
cards based on e's 'own commtinity has.changed
and ways of noting the 411Tiees-thAt_halreoccurred.

15'cards based on tradition and change.in Papua New
asTa focus On another culture:

(c)
Gu
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION WORKSH0

Centre for the Study of Teaching And HumaU Interaction

School of Education.
.Jda Trobe University..

PROGRAM

SESSION. 1'

FridaY, 10 OC:7174.75.

Recent research on bilingualism
4ata available an advantages.of balanced bilingualism'

.- straiegies of second.language.iemxning-
implications,for claSsrpom.practice

MUltilingualProject Units
- Animallramilies -.--
-iAlyths-orthe Australian Aborigines
Librar,:es and You

- Traffic Accidents

General diScussion

111
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Appendix 1

Saturday,.8 ovember, 1975

Other Aspects of Bilingualism.

2. Bilinguals and Monolinguals Learning Together:
Planning and Implementation.

3. Classroom,Management techniques.

4. Use and development of materials (sma 1 groups and
report back).

Saturday, 6 December, 1975

1. Evaluation of bilingual teaching materials.

t.

2. Evaluation of materials for planning Units
(small groups and report back).

./1

3. The contribution'ofifie Multilibgual Prbject to
the total curricul (Panel discussion).

Plenary gessi9



BILINGUAL EDUCATION WORKSHOP

Centie for eheStildy of leadhing and Human Interaction
School of Education .

-,La Trobe University

PROGRAM

.r..

SESSION 1

Friday, 12 March, 1976,

?

. Report on recent thsorie s_snd research data on seeond language
earning and bilingualism. -------.. .

.---_,---,L,
,.7-'----------- .\:.------ _ .

.

2.'' A preview of recently developed Multilin' ual i;;T;-criE-igTciliir:.---L-
a

Melbourne
- COmMunications (revised)
-- Buying ,

-.Computers

r.
J.

General disCussion.

,
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Appendix 2,

'er

1.

. SESSION 2 /7-

' Saturday, 27 March, 1976 /

Teachers familiar with the Nultilingual,Project materials
reporting on classroom experiences.

Discusaion in smali groups.on implemeni.ation of neW MaterialS,
ideas; problems and.solutions: Melbourne.

Discussion in small:groups; COmmunications.

Panel discussionl Application of resources..

Video tape illustrating the use of Multilingual Projectl
materials.

-r,

SESSION 3.

Sautday, 10 April, 1976 .,-'

Teething English in a bilingual,program.
,

2. Discussion inemall groups: Buying.. -

Discussion in small groups: Computers.

PSnel discusSion with representative6 of eduCational authorities
and institutions and with representatives of migrant 'groups..

Plenaryeession.


